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!!Biological!systems!are!complex!and!highly!organized!architectures!governed!by!noncovalent! interactions,!which!are!responsible! for!molecular!recognition,!selfQassembly,! selfQorganization,!adaptation!and!evolution!processes.!These!systems!provided!the!inspiration!for!the!development!of!supramolecular!chemistry,!that!aimed!at!the!design!of!artificial!multicomponent!molecular!assemblies,!properly!designed! to! perform! different! operations:! each! constituting! unit! performs! a!single!act,!whereas! the!entire!supramolecular!system!is!able! to!execute!a!more!complex!function,!resulting!from!the!cooperation!of!the!constituting!components.!Supramolecular!chemistry!deals!with!the!development!of!molecular!systems!able!to!mimic!naturally!occurring!events,!for!example!complexation!and!selfQassembly!through!the!establishment!of!noncovalent!interactions.!Moreover,!the!application!of!external! stimuli,! such!as! light,! allows! to!perform! these!operations! in!a! timeQ!and! spaceQcontrolled! manner.! These! systems! can! interact! with! biological!systems!and,!thus,!can!be!applied!for!bioimaging,!therapeutic!and!drug!delivery!purposes.!In!this!work!the!study!of!biocompatible!supramolecular!species!able!to!interact! with! light! is! presented.! The! first! part! deals! with! the! photophysical,!photochemical! and! electrochemical! characterization! of! waterQsoluble! blue!emitting! triazoloquinolinium! and! triazolopyridinium! salts.! Moreover,! their!interaction!with!DNA!has!been!explored,!in!the!perspective!of!developing!waterQsoluble! systems! for! bioimaging! applications.! In! the! second! part,! the! effect!exerted! by! the! presence! of! azobenzeneQbearing! supramolecular! species! in!liposomes,! inserted!both! in! the!phospholipid!bilayer!and! in! the! in! the!aqueous!
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core! of! vesicles! has! been! studied,! in! order! to! develop! systems! able! to! deliver!small!molecules!and!ions!in!a!photocontrolled!manner.!Moreover,!the!versatility!of!azobenzene!and! its!broad!range!of!applications!have!been!highlighted,! since!conjugated! oligoazobenzene! derivatives! proved! not! to! be! adequate! to! be!inserted! in! the! phospholipid! bilayer! of! liposomes,! but! their! electrochemical!properties!made!them!interesting!candidates!as!electron!acceptor!materials! for!photovoltaic!applications.!!!!








1.1'Complexity'of'biological'systems'!From! a! chemical! point! of! view! biological! systems! are! complex! and! highly!organized!multicomponent!molecular!architectures!able!to!perform!different!and!essential!operations.!!The! basis! of! their! activity! lies! in! the! interplay! between! parts! that! constitute!them,!enabling!them!to!perform!operations!that!do!not!merely!correspond!to!the!sum! of! the! abilities! of! single! constituent! parts.! Communication! represents! the!direct! consequence! of! the! interaction! between! the! external! environment! and!biological!systems!and!it!occurs!in!a!highly!specific!manner,! following!the!"lock!and!key"!principle!postulated!by!Hermann!Emil!Fischer!in!1894[1].!Biological! systems! are! able! to! selfQassemble,! leading! to! complex! nanoQ! and!micrometric! architectures! able! to! store! and! transduce! informations.! The! best!example!of!selfQassembly!is!represented!by!DNA!double!helix.!It!is!the!strongest!paradigm!of!how!important!are!noncovalent!interactions,!since!in!this!case!selfQassembly! of! nucleotides! allows! storage! of! the! whole! genetic! information,! that!represents!the!basis!of!life.!Other! important! features! of! biological! systems! are! their! ability! to! adapt!themselves!to!external!conditions,!their!selfQrepairing!and!regulation!capability.!For!example,!proteins!have!a!threeQdimensional!structure!that!is!the!result!of!the!
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folding! process! and! it! allows! them! to! perform! their! activity.! For! example,!haemoglobin! is! an! allosteric! transport! protein! for! oxygen! and! it! experiences! a!conformational!change!when!oxygen!binds!on!its!prostetic!heme$group,!in!order!to!best!accommodate!oxygen!molecules!in!a!cooperative!manner!(Figure$1.1).!
!
Figure'1.1*'3D'structure'of'deoxy'(left)'and'oxyhaemoglobin'(right).'!Moreover,!since!it!possesses!an!allosteric!site,!it!is!able!to!regulate!its!transport!activity!on!the!basis!of!external!conditions:!in!fact,!formation!of!a!complex!with!2,3Q!biphosphoglycerate!(2,3QBPG)!allows!the!regulation!of!haemoglobin!affinity!for!oxygen!and,!consequently,!regulates!oxygen!pressure!in!lungs!on!the!basis!of!external!oxygen!concentration.!It! is! interesting! to! notice! that! all! these! essential! operations! occur! in! a! highly!compartmentalized! and! microscopic! environment,! that! contains! all! the!necessary!for!its!survival.!The!fundamental!building!block!for!biological!systems!is!the!cell,!which!stores!the!genetic!information!and!contains!all!the!useful!tools!that! enable! the! communication!between! the!external! environment!and! the! cell!itself! as!well! as! the! energetic! supply! required! in! order! to!work! autonomously!and!properly.!!
1.2'Supramolecular'chemistry:'at'the'boundary'between'
chemistry'and'biology''!It! is! undeniable! that! biological! systems! offered! a! great! starting! point! for! the!development! of! artificial! systems! exhibiting! similar! features.! Inspired! by! this!high! sophistication! and! efficiency,! traditional! chemistry! shifted! its! attention!towards! noncovalent! interactions,! which! constitute! the! basis! that! governs!
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biological! systems.! By! learning! from! biological! systems,! a! different! approach!arises! and! this! new! perspective! contributed! to! the! development! of!supramolecular! chemistry,! that! is! defined! as! "the! chemistry! of! the! entities!generated!by!intermolecular!noncovalent!interactions".[2]!JeanQMarie!Lehn,!who! in!1987!was! awarded! the!Nobel!Prize! together!with!D.J.!Cram! and! C.J.! Pedersen! for! "their! development! and! use! of! molecules! with!structureQspecific! interactions! of! high! selectivity",[3]! wrote! that! "beyond! the!molecule,!supramolecular!chemistry!aims!at!developing!highly!complex!chemical!systems!from!components!interacting!by!noncovalent!intermolecular!forces"!and!that! "supramolecular! chemistry! has! paved! the! way! toward! apprehending!chemistry!as!an!information!science!through!the!implementation!of!the!concept!of!molecular! information!with! the! aim! of! gaining! progressive! control! over! the!spatial! (structural)! and! temporal! (dynamic)! features! of! matter! and! over! its!complexification!through!selfQorganization,!the!drive!to!life".[2]!Mimicry!of!naturally!occurring!molecular!interactions!aimed!at!developing!new!tools! in! chemistry,! moving! the! attention! from! covalent! interactions! towards!noncovalent! ones,! which! constitute! the! humus! for! growth! of! supramolecular!chemistry.!This!novel!approach!concerns!the!design!of!artificial!supramolecular!systems! displaying! the! efficiency! and! selectivity! present! in! Nature,! keeping! in!mind!that!"the!chemist!may!find!inspiration!in!the!ingenuity!of!biological!events!and!encouragement!in!the!demonstration!that!such!high!efficiencies,!selectivities![...]! can! indeed! be! attained"! and,! moreover,! he! has! to! keep! in! mind! that!"chemistry! is!not! limited! to! systems! similar! to! those! found! in!biology,!but! it! is!free! to! create! novel! species".! These! words,! written! in! 1988[2]! by! J.M.! Lehn!summarize! the! principles! that! constitute! the! basis! for! the! design! and!development!of!supramolecular!systems.!In!fact,!supramolecular!systems!are!novel!molecular!species!that!resemble!living!systems,! since! they! rely! on! molecular! recognition,! selfQassembly,! selfQorganization,!adaptation!and!evolution.!Like!biological!systems,!supramolecular!ones! are!not! able! to! perform! their! operations! if! they! their! components! do!not!assemble! together! and! do! not! interact:! in! a! supramolecular! system! every!constituting! subunit! is! able! to! exist! independently! from! the! others,! but!interaction!between!them!is!essential!to!perform!their!activity.!
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The! best! example! among! biological! systems! that! describes! properly! concepts!mentioned! above! is! represented! by! enzymes.[4]! Enzymes! are! protein! systems!composed!of!many!subunits!adopting!a!threeQdimensional!structure!in!order!to!catalyse! chemical! reactions! that! are! essential! for! cell! survival.! There! is! a! deep!relation!between!their!structure!and!function,!since!the!conformation!they!adopt!is!the!most!suitable!in!order!to!carry!out!their!activity!and!interaction!between!every! subunit! is! essential! in! order! to! achieve! the! enzymatic! activity.! More!specifically,!if!denaturation!or!dissociation!occurs,!the!enzyme!looses!its!catalytic!activity.!Moreover,!it!is!essential!that!their!active!site!interacts!with!the!substrate!in! a! highly! specific! and! complementary! fashion:! in! fact,! the! formation! of! the!active!complex! is! found!to!be!essential! for!catalysis.!The!active!complex!can!be!defined! as! a! supramolecular! complex! since! there! is! no! covalent! bond!between!the! active! site! of! the! enzyme! and! the! substrate.! This! is! one! of! the!myriads! of!examples! of! hostQguest! complexes! provided! by! Nature! and! supramolecular!chemistry! deals!with! the! development! of! systems! able! to!mimic! them.!A! hostQguest!complex!represents!the!simplest!example!of!a!supramolecular!system:!it!is!made!up!by! a!host!molecule! that! contains!binding! sites! able! to! interact!with! a!guest!in!a!highly!specific!and!complementary!manner.!As!for!biological!systems,!noncovalent! interactions! are! the! basis! for! molecular! recognition! and! selfQassembly:! the! resulting! supramolecular! complex! is! thus! able! to! perform!operations! that! host! and! guest! do! not! possess! when! they! are! separated.!Therefore,!supramolecular!systems!can!be!defined!as!multicomponent!molecular!assemblies!properly!designed!to!perform!different!operations:!each!constituting!unit!performs!a!single!act,!whereas!the!entire!supramolecular!system!is!able!to!execute! a! more! complex! function,! resulting! from! the! cooperation! of! the!constituting!components.!Every!component!is!chosen!in!order!to!be!able!to!carry!out! its! function!after! the!application!of!orthogonal!external! stimuli,! such!as!pH!variations,! redox! and! light! inputs.! In! the! last! decades,! incorporation! of! the!azobenzene! photochromic! unit! made! possible! the! development! of! artificial!supramolecular!systems!able! to!perform!different!operations!as!a!consequence!of! the! interaction!with! light.!These! systems! resemble! systems!belonging! to! the!macroscopic! world,! such! as! logic! gates,! memories,! devices! and! machines,! but!their!dimensions!are!in!the!nanometric!scale.[5]!
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Figure'1.2>' Different' aggregate'morphologies' of' phospholipids' predicted' by' the' packing'
parameter.'Reproduced'with'permission'from'Chem.'Rev'2005,'105,'4,'1445>1490.'©'2005'
American'Chemical'Society.'!This!parameter!was!first!introduced!by!Israelachvili[6]!and!it!is!defined!as!!! = ! !! ∗ !!where!!!represents!the!surface!area!of! the!phosphate!headgroup!!!and!!!denote!the!volume!and!the!length!of!the!alkyl!chains.!When!0.5 < !! < !1,!phospholipids!
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selfQassemble! in! double! layers,! that! represent! the! structural! motif! found! in!vesicles!and!biological!membranes.!$Biological!membranes!constitute!the!barrier!that!separates!the!cytosolic!cellular!content! from! the! external! world,! protecting! organelles! and! the! genetic!information! from! external! damaging.! Moreover,! membranes! define! cellular!borders! and! regulate! molecular! trafficking! from! the! aqueous! cytosolic!compartment! to! the! external! medium! and! vice! versa.! They! are! robust! and!flexible!at!the!same!time,!allowing!the!cell!to!undergo!modifications!in!its!shape!during!its!growth,!replication!or!fusion.!Another!important!function!of!biological!membrane!consists!in!their!ability!to!keep!some!organic!compounds!and!ions!in!the!cytosolic!environment,!since!they!act!as!selective!permeable!barriers.!In!fact,!biological! membranes! are! complex! architectures! composed! not! only! of!phospholipids!(Figure$1.3)!and!they!are!not!passive!barriers:!in!fact,!in!addition!to!phospholipids,!carbohydrates!and!different!classes!of!proteins!are!present!and!the!relative!amount!of!proteins!and!lipids!are!essential!in!order!to!determine!the!function!of!the!resulting!membrane.!Intramembranous!proteins!span!the!bilayer!thickness!of!biological!membranes! and!possess! specific! functions:! for! example,!the! transport! of! some! organic! compounds! and! inorganic! ions! occurs! against! a!concentration! gradient! by! means! of! protein! pumps;! receptors! located! on! the!surface! of! the! plasmatic! membrane! are! involved! in! signal! transduction,! since!they! receive! extracellular! signals! and! convert! them! in!modifications! inside! the!cell!environment.!!









'In!addition!to!the!aforementioned!components,!cholesterol!has!been!observed!in!cellular!membranes!and!its!presence!affects!physicochemical!properties[7]!of!the!membrane! in!which! it! is! inserted.!More! specifically,! it! orients! pointing! the!OH!group!towards!the!polar!head!group!of!phospholipids!and!its!apolar!steroid!ring!interacting!with! lipid!hydrocarbon! chains.!Cholesterol! is! found! to!decrease! the!fluidity!of!membranes!above!the!gelQliquid!phase!transition!temperature!(Tm),[8]!thus! reducing! their! permeability[9]! and!mobility! of! phospholipids! hydrocarbon!chains! by! introducing! a! high! degree! of! order.[9a,10]!In! fact,! the!model! that! best!describes! the! supramolecular! structure! of! biological! membranes! is! the! fluid$
mosaic$ model! developed! by! Singer! and! Nicholson! in! 1972,[11]! introducing! the!double!layer!arrangement!of!phospholipids!and!sterols!in!aqueous!environment,!with!their!polar!groups!pointing!towards!the!aqueous!external!environment!and!to!the!aqueous!internal!core;!in!contrast,!their!apolar!region!is!shielded!form!the!polar! external! environment! and! is! located!within! the! bilayer,! as! evidenced! by!many! different! instrumental! techniques! including! NMR! and! neutron!diffraction.[12]! This! constitutes! the! basilar! structural! motif! for! biological!membranes! and! transmembrane!proteins! are! inserted! in!membrane! bilayer! in!an! asymmetric! manner,! allowing! to! discriminate! between! the! two! resulting!portions! of! the!membrane.! Due! to! noncovalent! interactions! that! govern! lipids!and! proteins! arrangement! in! membranes,! there! is! a! high! degree! of! mobility!within!phospholipid!bilayer!and!proteins!and!lipids!are!able!to!move!laterally!in!the!plane!of!the!membrane.!!
1.4'Liposomes'!Liposomes! are! artificial! vesicles! that!were! discovered! in! 1964! by! Bangham[13]!and! since! then! they! have! been! extensively! studied! since! their! similarity! with!biological!membranes,!biocompatibility!and!easy!preparation.!They!are!spherical!objects! suspended! in! water,! possessing! a! double! layer! of! phospholipids! that!surrounds! an! internal! aqueous! core.! Due! to! the! amphiphilic! nature! of!phospholipids,! the! insertion! of! compounds! occurs! according! to! their!lipophilicity:!hydrophilic!guests!are!encapsulated!in!the!aqueous!liposomal!core,!
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whereas! lipophilic! ones! are! inserted! in! their! bilayer! and! guests! having!intermediate! lipophilicity! are! partitioned! both! in! the! liposomal! core! and!bilayer.[14]!Liposomes! are! assembled! from! cholesterol! and! naturally! occurring!phospholipids,! whose! structure! and! composition! resemble! that! of! biological!membranes:! in! fact,! in!both!cases! the!double! layer!of!phospholipids!represents!the! structural!motif.! Since! they! are! artificially! prepared! systems,! it! possible! to!modulate! superficial! properties! and!performance! by! properly! choosing! bilayer!constituents.!In!fact,!it!is!reported!that!unsaturation,!charge,!nature!of!headgroup!species! and! hydrocarbon! length! affect! Tm,! which! represents! an! important!parameter! that,! indirectly,! refers! to! permeability! and! stability! of! liposomal!suspensions.!For!example,!longQchain!phospholipids!have!a!higher!Tm!respect!to!those! bearing! shorter! ones[15]! and! the! presence! of! double! bonds! increases! the!entropic!disorder,!lowering!Tm.!An!issue!associated!to!the!presence!of!acyl!chains!bearing! double! bonds,! is! linked! to! the! easy! oxidation[16]! experienced! by! these!moieties! and! this! results! in! lowering! of! liposomal! stability.! In! this! sense,!liposomes!constitute!a!flexible!platform!for!biological!applications,!namely!gene!and!drug!delivery,!since!their!mechanical!and!surface!properties!can!be!tuned!by!a!proper!choice!of!constituent!phospholipids.!!










− Conventional$ liposomes,! that! are! composed! only! of! phospholipids! and!cholesterol.!They!are!mainly!used!for!macrophage!targeting!and!vaccines!administration,! but! the! main! drawback! associated! with! them! relies! in!their!relatively!short!blood!circulation!time.!
− LongVcirculating$ liposomes,! that! are! also! called! "stealth"! or! "sterically!stabilized"! liposomes! since! their! external! surface! is! decorated! by!covalently!linking!polyethyleneglycol,!thus!allowing!selective!targeting!of!pathological!areas;!
− Immunoliposomes,! that! bear! specific! antibodies! or! antibody! ligands! on!their!surface!in!order!to!achieve!more!specific!targeting;!
− Cationic$liposomes,! that!are!composed!of!cationic! lipids!and!are!used!for!gene!delivery.!
!




Finally,! liposomes! are! classified! on! the! basis! of! the! preparation! method!chosen.[17]!This!allows!to!distinguish!between!six!different!categories:!
− REV:! single! or! oligolamellar! vesicles! prepared! employing! the! reverseQphase!evaporation!method;!





1.4.2'Preparation'!Several! different! strategies! for! liposomes! preparation! are! reported! and! their!common!denominator!relies!in!the!following!four!stages:!1. Drying! lipids! solubilized! in! an! organic! solvent,! in! order! to! form! the! soQcalled!lipid$film;!2. Rehydration!of!the!homogeneous!phospholipid!film;!3. Purification,!in!order!to!remove!extravesicular!impurities;!4. Analysis.!Liposomes! have! been! extensively! employed! as! biocompatible! nanocarriers! for!drug!delivery!and! for! this!purpose,! loading!of!hydrophilic!drugs!can!be!carried!out! by! passive! (i.e.! during! liposomes! formation)! or! active! loading! (i.e.!encapsulation! in! preformed! vesicles)! techniques.!Moreover,! rehydration! of! the!homogeneous!phospholipid!film!can!be!performed!either!with!only!water!or!with!a!solution!containing!a!hydrophilic!drug!and!in!this!latter!case,!it!allows!to!load!the!hydrophilic!drug!by!means!of!passive!loading.!The!passive!loading!technique!comprises!three!different!methods:!1. Mechanical!dispersion!methods;!2. Solvent!dispersion!methods;!3. Detergent!removal!method!for!the!removal!of!nonQencapsulated!material.!!
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1.4.2.1'Mechanical'dispersion'methods'!Mechanical! dispersion! techniques! allow! the! hydration! of! the! homogeneous!phospholipid!film!and!comprise!different!types!of!methods:!
− Sonication,!that!consists!in!sonication!(either!probe!or!bath!sonication)!of!MLV!in!order!to!get!SUVs;!
− Extrusion,! that!involves!the!extrusion!of!small!volumes!of!MLVs!solution!through!a!small!orifice;!







− Solvent$ vaporization,! in! which! a! solution! of! phospholipid! in! ether! or!etherQmethanol!is!gradually!added!to!an!aqueous!solution!of!the!material!to!be!encapsulated!at!55°/65°!C!or!under!reduced!pressure.!In!this!way,!removal!of!the!organic!solvent!allows!the!formation!of!liposomes,!even!if!the!resultant!populations!are!non!homogeneous;!
− Reverse$ phase$ evaporation$ method,! which! is! based! on! the! creation! of!inverted! micelles,! that! are! dispersed! in! mixture! of! a! buffered! aqueous!phase!(containing!the!molecules!to!be!loaded)!and!an!organic!phase!and!subjected! to! sonication.! Evaporation! of! the! organic! solvent! leads! to! gel!state,!that!collapses!and!then!to!bilayer!formation.!
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Usually,! removal! of! nonencapsulated! material! is! performed! by! employing!different! methods,! including! dialysis,! gelQpermeation! chromatography! and! by!using!detergent!absorbers.!Insertion!of!apolar!guests!in!the!phospholipid!bilayer!is!obtained!in!two!different!ways:!1. Addition! of! an! appropriate! amount! of! the! lipophilic! guest! to! a!phospholipid! solution! and! solvent! removal.! The! obtained! lipid$ cake! is!then!hydrated!with!a!proper!volume!of!buffer;!2. Addition!of!an!adequate!amount!of!guest!dissolved!in!THF!or!methanol!to!preformed!liposomes!and!solvent!evaporation.!!
1.4.3'Applications'!Liposomes!have!been!extensively!used!as!carriers!in!many!different!fields,!from!pharmaceutical!and!cosmetic!industry!to!food!and!farming!ones.!!Due!to!the!amphiphilic!nature!of!phospholipids,!liposomes!are!able!to!trap!both!hydrophilic! and! hydrophobic! compounds,! avoiding! their! decomposition! once!entrapped! and! their! release! at! the! designed! site! of! action! by! application! of!different! external! stimuli.! As! mentioned! before,! it! is! possible! to! modulate! the!insertion! of! compounds! according! to! their! lipophilicity:! hydrophilic! guests! are!encapsulated!in!the!aqueous!liposomal!core,!whereas!lipophilic!ones!are!inserted!in!their!bilayer!and!guests!having!intermediate!logP!are!partitioned!both!in!the!liposomal!core!and!bilayer.[14]!Because! of! their! biocompatibility,! low! toxicity! and! to! the! mentioned! dualism,!they!have!been!extensively!used! in!pharmaceutical! industry! for!drug!and!gene!delivery!and!bioimaging!by!embedding!fluorescent!probes,!such!as!QDs!in!their!bilayer[18]! and! nowadays! many! liposomal! formulations! are! commercially!available!(Table$1.1).[19Q31]!
'
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Table'1.1>' List' of' liposomes/lipid'based'drug'approved'products' in'market.'Reproduced'
with'permission'from'J.'Contr.'Rel.,'2014,'193,'122>138.'©'2014'Elsevier'Ltd.'




− Improved!bioavailability!of!the!encapsulated!drug.!However,! the!use!of!conventional! liposomes! is! limited!by! their! fast!elimination!from! the! blood! stream! and! their! capture! by! the! cells! of! rethiculoQendothelial!system,! especially! those! located! in! the! liver.! To! overcome! these! issues! and!develop! more! selective! and! efficient! drug! delivery! systems,! a! number! of!improvements[32]! were! made,! especially! to! achieve! the! sustained! release! of!encapsulated!drugs.!In!the!last!decade,!a!real!evolution!in!the!stabilization,!drug!encapsulation[33]!and!decoration!of!the!liposomal!surface!took!place,!affording!more!sophisticated!and!selective!nanocarriers!(Figure$1.5).!!
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Figure' 1.5>' Evolution' of' liposomes:' conventional' liposomes' (A),' immunoliposomes' (B),'
long>circulating' liposomes' (C),' long>circulating' immunoliposomes' (D),' new' generation'
liposomes'(E).'Reproduced'with'permission'from'Nature'Rev.'Drug'Disc.'2005,'4,'145>160.'
©'2005'Macmillan'Publishers'Ltd.'!First,! liposomal! surface!was!decorated!with! ligands!able! to! recognize!and!bind!targeted! cells,! affording! immunoliposomes.[34]! Since! the! majority! of! liposomes!accumulated!in!the!liver!because!of!insufficient!time!for!the!interaction!with!the!target,! their! surface! was! coated! with! biocompatible! polymers! such! as!poly(ethylenglycole)! (PEG),! which! forms! a! protective! cover! and! reduces!liposome! recognition!by! cells! of! the! rethiculoQendothelial! systems.! In! this!way,!
longVcirculating$ liposomes! demonstrated! longer! bioavailability! of! the!encapsulated! drug.[35]! For! these! reasons,! the! have! been! extensively! and!successfully!employed!in!cancer!chemotherapy.[22Q24,!36]!
LongVcirculating$immunoliposomes!combine!the!properties!of! immunoliposomes!and!PEGQylated!liposomes,!by!coating!the!liposomal!surface!with!ligands!bearing!a! spacer! PEG.! This! approach! paved! the! way! for! the! decoration! of! liposomal!surface!with!different!kind!of!ligands,!including!antibodies,[37]!folate!receptors,[38]!transferrin,[39]! vitamin! and! grow! factor! receptors,[40]! allowing! to! improve!selectivity!and!cytotoxicity.!!
1.5'Biomimetic'membrane'systems'!Since! liposomes! are! obtained! by! selfQassembly! of! naturally! occurring!phospholipids! and! liposomal! membranes! evoke! biological! membranes,! these!biomimetic! systems! have! been! extensively! studied! to! investigate! cellular!organization[41]! and! transport! phenomena.[42]! In! eukaryotic! cells,! transport! of!substrates! that! are! essential! for! their! survival! is! ensured! by! transmembrane!
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channels,!proteins,! transporters!and!pumps.!They!allow! the!passage!of! specific!ions! and! polar! species! such! as! carbohydrates! and! aminoacids! by! means! of!passive!or!active!transport!(Figure$1.6).!!!
!
Figure' 1.6>' Transport' mechanisms' of' ions' across' lipid' bilayers:' passive' transport'
(diffusion' mechanism)' (a),' passive' transport' mediated' by' an' ion' channel' (b),' active'
transport' (c).' Reproduced' with' permission' from' Molecular' Devices' and' Machines—
Concepts'and'Perspectives'for'the'Nanoworld,'Wiley>VCH,'2008.'©'2008'Wiley'VCH'Verlag.'!Passive! transport! occurs! without! any! external! energy! supply! and! is! a!thermodynamically!favoured!process.!It!refers!to!the!movement!of!ions!and!polar!species!by!means!of! a! concentration!gradient!established!between! the!exterior!and! the! interior! of! the! cell.! The!movement! of! species! across! the!membrane! is!usually!described!as!a!movement!"down!a!concentration!gradient",!since!species!diffuse!from!an!area!possessing!a!high!concentration!of!species!to!another!one!of!!lower!concentration.!!!!Active! transport! of! species! across! biological! membranes! is! not!thermodynamically! favoured,! but! it! occurs!when! coupled!with!other! exergonic!ones,! such! as! light! absorption! or! ATP! hydrolysis,! that! furnish! the! required!energetic! supply! and! allows! the! passage! of! species! "against! the! concentration!gradient".!!Mimicry!of!these!naturally!occurring!devices!allows!the!development!of!artificial!systems!able!to!release!their!cargo!after!the!application!of!an!external!stimulus:!this! is!possible!by! inserting!properly!designed! compounds! in! the!phospholipid!
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bilayer! or! interior! of! liposomes.! Switchable! passive! transport! of! liposomal!content!can!be!achieved!by!applying!different!external!stimuli,!such!as!variation!of!pH,!heat!and!light:[43]!interaction!between!the!applied!trigger!and!the!inserted!guest! results! in! a! structural! change! of! the! guest,! allowing! the! release! of!encapsulated!material.!Among!the!mentioned!external! triggers,! light!exhibits!many!advantages!related!to! its!application,!referring!to!the!possibility!to!control! its!spatial!and!temporal!delivery.! Moreover,! a! large! variety! of! light! sources! are! available,! including!tunable! laser! sources! able! to! produce! femtoseconds! pulses! or! continuous!illumination,! and! these! light! sources! proved! to! be! safe! and! relatively! cheap.!Following!these!considerations,!a!tremendous!research!effort!has!been!made!in!the!last!30!years,!in!order!to!develop!biocompatible!lightQoperating!drug!delivery!prototypes! able! to! release! their! cargos! exhibiting! a! high! spatial! and! temporal!delivery!precision.!
'
1.5.1'Transport'of'ions'




Reproduced' with' permission' from' Chem.' Soc.' Rev.' 2010,' 39,' 3843>3862.' ©' 2010' Royal'
Society'of'Chemistry.!!A! uniport$ process! occurs! when! a! single! ion! is! transported! across! membrane,!whereas! when! two! different! ions! are! transported! simultaneously,! the! ion!channel! acts! as! a! coVtransporter.! CoQtransport! can! be! symport$ or! antiport,!depending!on!whether!the!transported!species!follow!the!same!direction!or!not.!Naturally!occurring!proteins!ensure!the!passage!of!ions!by!establishing!selective,!multiple! and! nonQcovalent! interactions,! namely! electrostatic! hydrogen! bond!interactions.[46]!Many! naturally! occurring! ionophores! are! reported! and! among! them! few!examples!of! compounds!exhibiting!anionophoric!activity!are!present,! including!prodigiosins,[47]ceramide[48]!and!some!acylglycerols.[49]!!Following!these!examples,!artificial!examples!of!systems!able!to!establish!anion!recognition!and!transport!processes!across!liposomal!membranes!have!appeared!in!literature.[46,50]!The!first!attempt!to!mimic!the!activity!of!the!mentioned!natural!systems!refers!to!the!use!of!synthetic!prodigiosin!analogues[51]!and!alkaloids!derivatives.[52]!Other! synthetic! systems! were! found! to! exhibit! good! anion! transport! activity,!including! steroidQbased! receptors! (namely! cholapods[53]! and! cholaphanes[54])!and! macrocyclic! compounds,! such! as! functionalized! calixarenes,[65]!calixpyrroles[56]! and! azobenzeneQbearing! cyclodextrins,[57]! allowing! the! pH[57a]Q!or! light[57b,c]Qtriggered! anion! transport! across! membranes.! Moreover,!calixpyrroles! proved! to! exhibit! enhanced! cytotoxic! activity,! inducing! cell!apoptosis!by!disrupting!cellular!ion!homeostasis.[58]!
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Another! important! family! of! anion! transporters! is! represented! by! those!exploiting! πQanion! interactions:[59]! these! systems! consist! of! oligoQnaphtalenediimide! !and!oligoQperylenediimide!rods!able!to!span!the!membrane!thickness!and!to!establish!πQanion!interactions!with!ClQ!anion.!Recently,!insertion!of! 4Qehynylbenzylimidazolium! salts! able! to! form! rigid! channels! in! liposomal!membranes!resulted!in!efficient!ClQ!transport,!by!means!of!both!electrostatic!and!
πQanion!interactions.[60]!Transport! of! cations! constitutes! the! basis! for! the! biological! activity! of! many!antibiotics,!such!as!the!polypeptidic!one!gramicidin,!that!is!able!to!form!channels!having!suitable!dimensions!for!the!selective!passage!of!Na+!and!K+!ions.[61]!Insertion! of! photoactive! compounds,! bearing! known! photochromic! organic!moieties! such! as! spyropyran,! retinoyl,! stilbene! and! azobenzene,! allows! to!achieve!the!phototriggered!permeation!of!membranes.!For! example,! gramicidins! covalently! linked! with! a! photoactive! azobenzene!spacer[62]! allowed! to! observe! photomodulation! of! the! conductance! of! the!transmembrane! channel! and! introduced! the! concept! of! photoregulation! of!electrochemical!potential!of!vesicles,!by!means!of!photoinduced!cation!transport!across!membranes.!LightQtriggered!permeabilization!of! liposomal!membranes! towards!K+! ions!was!achieved! by! incorporation! of! azobenzene! derivatives[63]! in! liposomal!membranes,! able! to! afford! ion! permeation! through! the! formation! of! transient!pores.!Moreover,!this!model!explains!the!efflux!of!small!molecules!from!vesicles!and! laid! the! groundwork! for! the! design! and! development! of! drug! delivery!liposomal!systems.!!
1.5.2'Transport'of'small'molecules'!The!passage!of!small!molecules!across!biomembranes!occurs!as!a!consequence!of!creation! of! concentration! gradients! between! the! intracellular! and! extracellular!environment! because! of! the! selective! permeable! behaviour! of! biomembranes,!but! is! usually! facilitated! by! specific! transmembrane! proteins.! For! example,!transport! of! carbohydrates! is! accelerated! by! specific! transmembrane! proteins,!that!allow!to!keep!a!constant!concentration!of!glucose.!
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Release! of! solutes! from! liposomal! aqueous! core! is! the! main! challenge! in! the!development!of!drug!delivery!systems!and!it! is!due!to!formation!of!defects!and!pores[64]! in! the!membrane.!This! can!occur! spontaneously!or! in! the!presence!of!specific! organic! compounds! inserted! liposomal! bilayers! able! to! recognize! the!occurrence!of!an!osmotic!stress[65]!or!able!to!release!liposomal!content!after!the!application!of!external!stimuli,!such!as!pH,[43,66]!heat[67]!and!light.[68]!LightQtriggered! release! of! liposomal! content! implies! the!destabilization!of! lipid!membrane! as! a! consequence! of! a! photoreaction,[68,! 69]! e.g.! photisomerization,!photocleavage!or!photopolymerization!(Figure$1.8).!
!
Figure'1.8>'Mechanisms'of'light>activated'release'from'liposomes:'photoisomerization'(a),'
photocleavage' (b)' and' photopolymerization' (c).' Reproduced' with' permission' from'
Theranostics'2012,'2,'1020>1036.'©'2012'Ivyspring'International'Publisher.!!Liposome!leakage!by!photoisomerization!requires!the!presence!of!photochromic!groups,!such!as!retinoyl,[70]!stilbene,[71]!spyropyran[72]!and!azobenzene.783]!
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Incorporation! of! azobenzene! in! phospholipid! acyl! chains,[74]! amphiphiles,[75]!cholesterol[76]! and! polymers[77]!allows! the! fast! and! efficient! carboxyfluorescein!release,! as! well! as! the! translocation! of! other! species,! such! as! QDs! and!peptides.[77a]!It!is!reported!that!the!insertion!of!polymeric!species[78]!in!liposomal!membranes!are!responsible!for!the!formation!of!transient!pores!and!that!the!cisV
trans$ photoisomerization! of! pendant! azobenzene! moieties! in! methacrylic!copolymers!affects!the!binding!ability!of!these!polymeric!species!to!the!surface!of!phosphatidylcholine!vesicles!and,!consequently,!surface!properties!of! liposomal!membrane.[79]! Release! of! liposomal! contents! by! photocleavage! requires! the!presence! of! photocleavable! compounds,! such! as! naturally! occurring!plasmalogens[80]! (which!are!photocleaved!by!photodynamic!sensitization! in! the!presence!of!visible!and!near!infrared!light!absorbers,!such!as!zinc!phtalocyanine!and! bacteriochlorophill! A[81]).! Moreover,! photocleavable! dithianeQbased!spacers[82]!were! inserted!in!the!acyl!chain!of!phospholipids,!allowing!unloading!of!pyridine!from!vesicles!upon!UV!irradiation.!PhotoQinduced! crosslinking!of! lipids! represents! another!photochemical! tool! for!inducing! leakage! of! encapsulated! material! in! liposomes.! For! example,!photocrosslinking! of! 1,2Qbis[10Q(2',4'Qhexadienoyloxy)Qdecanoyl]QsnQphosphatidylcholine[83]! enhances! the! permeability! of! the! marker! present! in!liposomal! interior! and! the! addition! photosynthesizers,! such! as! cyanine! dyes,!allowed!to!achieve!liposomal!destabilization!upon!visibleQlight!irradiation.[84]!Another!possibility!to!achieve! lightQtriggered!release!from!liposomes! lies! in!the!photophysical! activation! of! liposomal! content,! exploiting! photothermal!conversion! of! nonQemitting! or! quenched! dyes! that! are! inserted! in! the!phospholipid!bilayer!or!encapsulated!in!the!aqueous!core:!this!approach!proved!to! be! very! versatile,! since! it! is! possible! to! sensitize! the! liposomal! content! to! a!wide! range! of! light! wavelengths,! making! it! highly! effective! for! in$ vivo$applications,!such!as!the!delivery!of!ophtalmic!drugs.[85]!Photothermal!conversion!mediated!by!nonQresonant!gold!nanoparticles!allowed!the! release!of!berberin[86]! from! liposomes!upon!UV! light! irradiation.!Moreover,!leakage! of! small! molecules! from! liposomal! interior! was! observed! in! three!different! goldQliposome! configurations:! (i)! gold! nanoparticles! covalently! linked!to!lipid!headgroups,(ii)!gold!nanoparticles!protected!with!mercaptosuccinic!acid!
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encapsulated! in! the!aqueous! interior!of! liposomes!and! (iii)!hexanethiolQcapped!gold!nanoparticles!inserted!in!the!phospholipid!bilayer.!In!order!to!decrease!the!phototoxicity!of!the!nanocarrier!and!to!use!excitation!wavelengths!in!the!visible!region! of! the! electromagnetic! spectrum,! liposomes! surface! was! coated! with!plasmon! resonant! gold! nanoparticles,! yielding! very! stable! structures,! that! are!easy! to! store! and! manipulate! and! resulted! in! the! photothermal! release! of!entrapped!doxorubicin!and!carboxyfluorescein.[87]!!
1.6'Azobenzene'in'supramolecular'systems'
'Since!the!discovery!of!its!photoreactivity!by!G.S.!Hartley!in!1937,[88]!azobenzene!photochromism! has! been! extensively! exploited! in! the! design! of! artificial!molecular!systems.!Azobenzene! undergoes! an! E⇄Z$ isomerization! reaction! (Figure$ 1.9)! under! UV!light!exposure!and! the! reaction! is! reversible,! fast,! efficient!and!chemoselective,!not!leading!to!the!formation!of!other!products.!
!
Figure'1.9*'Isomerization'of'azobenzene.'!Among! the! two! geometric! isomers! of! azobenzene,! the! E! one! is! the! most!thermodynamically! stable,! so! that! ZQazobenzene! spontaneously! reverts! to! the!more!stable!E!isomer!if!kept!in!the!dark!at!room!temperature.!Both!azobenzene!isomers!exhibit!different!physical!properties,!such!as!geometry,!dipole!moment!and!absorption!spectrum[89]:!in!fact,!UVQVis!absorption!spectrum!of!EQazobenzene! exhibits! an! intense! band! in! the! near! UV! region! that! refers! to!

















light.' Reproduced' with' permission' from' Chem.' Soc.' Rev,'2012,' 41,' 1809>1825' ' ©' 2012'
Royal'Society'of'Chemistry.'!!The! sum! of! photochemical! quantum! yields! referring! to! E→ Z$ and! Z→ E!photoisomerization! does! not! equal! unity,! as! happens! for! other! photochromic!units,! such! as! stilbene.[90]! Azobenzene! isomerization! may! occur! according! to!!multiple! pathways! (Figure$ 1.11)! and! among! them! the! most! accepted! are!inversion!and!rotation!mechanisms.!!
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!
Figure' 1.11*' Proposed' mechanisms' for' azobenzene' isomerization.' Reproduced' with'




of' the' system.' Reproduced' with' permission' from' Nature' Nanotech.,'2015,' 10,' 70>75.' ©'
2015'Macmillan'Publishers'Limited.'!For! kinetic! reasons,! the!macrocyclic! component! enters! from! the!EVazobenzene!moiety! of! the! axle! and! reaches! the! ammonium! recognition! site,! leading! to! the!formation! of! a! [2]pseudorotaxane.! Irradiation! affords! ZVazobenzene,! that! is!bulkier! than! the!E! isomer!and! this!destabilizes! the!pseudorotaxane!and!causes!host! ejection.! This! system! resembles! a! lightQtriggered! pump[92]! that! operates!cyclically! under! photostationary! conditions! and! can! potentially! induce!concentration!gradients!when!inserted!in!semipermeable!membranes.!On! the! other! hand,! molecular! memories! are! supramolecular! systems! able! to!process!and!store! informations!and!azobenzene!photoisomerization!ensures! to!block!and!erase!them,!restoring!the!initial!condition.!!In! the! case! of! rotaxanes,! orthogonal! stimuli! allow! to! completely! control!thermodynamics! and! kinetics! of! molecular! shuttling.! The! molecular! memory!developed!in!2012!by!Avellini!et$al.[94]!is!composed!of!a!photoactive!axle!bearing!a! central! azobenzene! unit! and! two! different! recognition! sites! and! a!πQelectron!deficient!ring.!The!system!is!able!to!perform!a!"writeQlockQerase"!cycle,!by!means!of!redox!and!light!inputs!(Figure$1.13).!
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!
Figure' 1.13*' Chemically' and' photochemically' triggered' memory' switching.' Reproduced'
with' permission' from' Angew.' Chem.' Int.' Ed.' 2012,' 51,' 7,' 1611>1615.©' 2012'Wiley>VCH'
Verlag'GmbH'&'Co.' !In!this!system,!the!data!are!written!by!application!of!an!oxidation!stimulus!and!are! then! locked! by! photoisomerization! of! the! azobenzene! central! unit.! The!oxidized! species! can! be! reduced! back! to! the! original! form,! without! losing! the!written!information:!for!this!step,!the!kinetic!of!the!Z→E$thermal!isomerization!is!essential!in!order!to!develop!a!molecular!memory!able!to!lock!the!written!data!in!a! metastable! state! coQconformation! (MSCC).! Moreover,! irradiation! of! the! ZQazobenzene!moiety!allows!restoring!of!the!ground!state!coQconformation!(GSCC),!erasing!the!written!data.!!
1.6.1'Azobenzene'in'biological'systems'
'Configurational!isomerization!of!double!bonds!represents!an!important!process!in!biological!systems!and!it!is!involved!in!protein!folding!and!in!the!mechanism!of! vision.! For! example,! isomerases! represent! a! category! of! enzymes! able! to!catalyse! isomerization! processes,! such! as! cisVtrans$ peptidic! bond! in! proline!residues.!Moreover,!light!is!responsible!for!the!isomerization!of!11QcisVretinal!in!rhodopsin! and! the! conformational! change! is! responsible! for! the! change! in! the!electrochemical!potential!that!leads!to!the!subsequent!transduction!cascade!that!allows!the!vision!process.[95]'
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Since!isomerizations!represent!the!basis!for!many!important!biological!processes!and!azobenzene!proved!to!be!a!versatile!photochromic!group!in!the!development!of! molecular! devices! and! machines,! its! incorporation! in! biologically! relevant!molecules!can!lead!to!develop!lightQcontrolled!biomolecules.[96]!In! the! design! of! photocontrolled! biomolecules,! it! is! important! to! take! into!account!some!aspects!referring!to!azobenzene!photoisomerization:!
• coupling! of! azobenzene! photoisomerization! must! affect! the! activity! or!function!of!the!biomolecule;!
• since!absorption!spectra!of!cis$and!trans$isomers!of!azobenzene!overlap,!irradiation! leads! to! a! photostationary! state! in!which! one! isomer! is! not!totally! converted! in! the! other! one;! in! contrast,! thermal! cisVtrans$isomerization!affords!100%!of!trans!isomer,!so!it!is!preferable!to!use!this!last!approach!to!reset!the!photoswitch;!
• to! achieve!photoQcontrol! in$vivo,! it! is! necessary! to! choose! a!wavelength!compatible!with!cells!and!biological!tissues!and!in!this!case!the!choose!of!substituents! in! the! resulting! switch! is! essential! in! order! to! tune!photochemical! properties[97]! and! kinetics! of! thermal! relaxation! of! the!azobenzene!unit.!Photocontrol! of! biomolecules,! thus,! allows! to! obtain! a! large! change! in! the!structure!and!function!of!the!targeted!biomolecule!after!the!application!of!a!light!stimulus.!For!example,!insertion!of!azobenzene!in!proteins!results!in!the!triggering!of!their!folding/unfolding!transitions[98]!by!applying!light!inputs!in!a!reversible!manner.!Moreover,! azobenzene! photoisomerization! allows! the! modulation! of! ion!channels,[99]!such!as!gramicidin!ion!channels[100]!by!creation!of!a!molecular!gate!(Figure$1.14).!!
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'
Figure' 1.14*' Structure' of' azobenzene>modified' gramicidin' channels,' exhibiting'
azobenzene'in'its'cis'(a)'and'trans'(b)'conformation.'Reproduced'with'permission'from'J.'
Am.'Chem.'Soc.1996,'118,'48,'12222>12223.'©'1996'American'Chemical'Society.'!In!this!case,! insertion!of!azobenzene!did!not!modify!the!structure!of!gramicidin!channel,! but! transVcis! isomerization! resulted! in! alteration! of! conductance! in!these!channels!in!a!reversible!fashion.!A! more! powerful! effect! in! the! photoQregulation! of! proteins! is! obtained! when!azobenzene! is! embedded! in! enzymes:! in! the! case! of! nonQspecific! labelling! of!papain,[101]!azobenzene!photoisomerization!led!to!a!3Qfold!change!of! its!activity.!Schierling! et$ al.! presented! a! more! elegant! example! of! photoregulation! of!enzymatic! activity:! in! this! example,! employment! of! a! bifunctional! azobenzene!derivative! for! the! crossQlinking! of! cystein! residues! in! a! restriction!endonuclease,[102]! allowed! to! obtain! a! construct! containing! two! photoactive!crossQlinkers! located! at! the! proximity! of! the! enzymatic! active! site! and! this!modified!endonuclease!exhibited!a!16Qfold!increase!in!its!DNA!cleavage!activity.!It! is! interesting! that! azobenzene!photoisomerization! is! potentially! able! to! turn!off/on! gene! expression,! by! means! of! creation! of! a! DNA! photoswitchable!molecular!glue.[103]!This!glue!allows!a! reversible!and!bidirectional!photocontrol!of!adhesion!of!singleQstranded!DNAs!that!do!not!reciprocally!hybridize.!In!addition!to!the!abovementioned!applications,!azobenzene!photoisomerization!is!able!to!perform!more!sophisticated!operations:!for!example,!it!allows!to!induce!alteration! in! the!membrane!of!DOPC! liposomes,[104]!mimicking! some! important!cellular! processes,! such! as! buddingQfissionQfusion! sequence! observed! in!
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phagocytosis.! Moreover,! insertion! of! azobenzene! in! RGD! (arginineQglycineQaspartate)! receptors! grafted! on! selfQassembled! monolayers! (SAMs)! of! alkane!thiols! on!Au,! allows! to!photocontrol! cell! adhesion! reversibly! on! a!molecularlyQdefined!surface[105]:!in!fact,!when!the!azobenzene!unit!is!in!its!cis$form,!the!RGD!tripeptide! is!masked,! thus! inhibiting!cell!adhesion;! in!contrast,!switching!to!the!
trans! form! enables! cells! to! recognize! the! RGD! ligand! and! to! adhere! to! SAMs!surface!(Figure$1.15).!
'
'
Figure' 1.15>' Photochemically' triggered' cell' adhesion' on' SAMs' surface.' The' azobenzene'
moiety' can' be' converted' photochemically' between' the' E' and' Z' configurations' to' either'
present' or' mask' the' RGD' ligand' and' hence' modulate' biospecific' cell' adhesion.'
Reproduced'with'permission'from'Angew.'Chem.'Int.'Ed.'2009,'48,'24,'4406>4408.'©'2009'
Wiley>VCH'Verlag'GmbH'&'Co.'!Recently,! incorporation! of! azobenzene! unit! in! the! molecular! structure! of!bioactive! compounds! is! responsible! for! the! dynamic! control! of! its! biological!activity!and!gave!birth! to! the!concept!of!photopharmacology.[106]! Incorporation!of! an! azobenzene! photoswitch! into! the! structure! of! different! pharmaceutical!agents,! such! as! chemotherapeutic! agents[107]! and! antibiotics! allowed! the!photocontrol!over!bacterial!growth!(Figure$1.16).[108]!!!!!!!
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Figure' 1.16>' Bacterial' patterning' with' light.' Reproduced' with' permission' from' Nature'
Chem.'2013,'5,'11,'924>928.'©'2013'Macmillan'Publishers'Ltd.'!!The! antibacterial! activity! of! trans$and!cis$ isomers! is! different! and! among! them!the! cis$ isomer! exhibited! high! antibacterial! activity! against! both! GramQpositive!and!GramQnegative!bacteria,!whereas!the!trans$isomer!resulted!inactive.!
'
1.7'DNA>small'molecules'interaction'!DNA! represents! the! tool! used! by! biological! systems! for! storage! of! the! genetic!information!and!the!genetic!code!is!expressed!during!the!transcription!process:!the! result! of! this! process! is! the! phenotype,! which! is! substantially! made! of!proteins! that! reflect! the! observable! physical! and! biochemical! characteristics!found!in!living!organisms.!The!main!phase!in!transcription!is!the!copy!of!the!DNA!sequence!to!be!translated!as!a!sequence!of!RNA!and!this!involves!the!interaction!between!a!specific!portion!of!DNA!with!specific!enzymes.!!Interaction! between!DNA! and! external! ligands! represents! and! effective! tool! in!the!development!of!therapeutic!agents,!since!ligands,!once!complexed,!are!able!to!determine!a!structural!change!in!the!double!helix!of!DNA.!External! ligands! can! exhibit! different! binding! modes! to! DNA! double! helix,! by!undergoing! covalent! or! nonQcovalent! interactions.! Ligands! that! are! able! to!covalently! interact! with! DNA! are! known! as! alkylating! agents[109]! and! among!them! the! most! popular! is! the! anticancer! drug! cisplatin.[110]! These! agents!
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specifically! bind! to!NQ7!position!of! guanine! and!NQ3!position!of! adenine!bases,!leading!to!base!pairing!inhibition!and!DNA!fragmentation!by!repairing!enzymes.!Another! possibility! lies! in! the! formation! of! crossQbridges! between! two!complementary!DNA!bases!that!are!located!in!opposite!sides!of!the!double!helix,!as!a! consequence!of! the!presence!of!an!alkylating!agent!bearing! two!alkylating!sites.!In!addition!to!covalent!interactions,!external!ligands!can!bind!to!DNA!by!means!of! nonQcovalent! interactions,[109,111]! namely! hydrogen! bonding,! πQstacking,! van!der!Waals,!hydrophobic!and!electrostatic!interactions.!Groove! binding! and! intercalation! of! external! ligands! to! DNA! requires! that! the!ligand!meets! certain! precise! structural! criteria:! in! fact,! groove! binders! usually!consist!of!at!least!two!aromatic!or!heteroaromatic!rings!whose!connections!allow!the!required!flexibility!in!order!to!fit!perfectly!into!the!groove.!Moreover,!groove!binders!can!bind!to!minor!or!major!groove!of!DNA,!depending!on!the!dimensions!of! the!binder.! In! fact,! the!size!of! the!two!grooves! is!different;!usually!the!major!groove!is!the!preferred!binding!site!for!DNAQinteracting!proteins.!!Typical!minor!grooveQbinders!are!Hoechst!33258!(Figure$1.17,!1)!netropsin!(Figure$1.17,!2)!and!furamidines!(Figure$1.17,!3).!
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cellular! processes! and! thus! can! be! used! as! a! chemotherapeutic! principle.!Generally,!a!small!molecule!may!act!as!an!intercalator!if!its!structure!consists!of!a!flat! aromatic! system!made! of! at! least! two! fused! arene! units,! thus! providing! a!maximal!overlap!of!π!surfaces.!Moreover,!it!is!reported!that!cationic!intercalators!exhibit! larger!stabilization!energy!compared! to! that!of!neutral!ones:! this!arises!from! the! larger! energy! contributions! based! on! electrostatic! interactions!provided!by!charged!ligands.[112]!In!this!regard,!the!most!popular!intercalator!is!ethydium! bromide! (Figure$ 1.18,! 4),! but! recently,! it! was! found! that! other!polycyclic! system,[113]! such! as! diethinylethenes[114]! (Figure$ 1.15,!5)! are! able! to!bind!to!DNA!enantioselectively!in!a!reversible!and!photocontrolled!fashion.!
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• detector$(R):!photomultiplier!tube.!The! amount! of! light! absorbed! by! the! sample! is! expressed! in! terms! of!
transmittance$ (T)! that! is! defined! as! the! ratio! between! the! intensities! of!transmitted!(It)!and!incident!light!(Ii):!! = !!!! !It!can!be!expressed!in!terms!of!absorbance!(A):!! = −log!" !!The!spectrophotometer!measures! the!absorbance!of! the!solution!of! the!sample!as!a!function!of!the!wavelength!and!it!subtracts!the!absorbance!of!the!reference,!allowing! to! distinguish! the! electronic! transitions! responsible! for! the! passage!from! the! electronic! ground! state! to! electronic! excited! states.! The! obtained!absorption!spectrum!allows!the!determination!of!the!molar$absorption$coefficient$(ε),!that!represents!the!probability!associated!to!every!electronic!transition.!It!is!expressed!in!MQ1cmQ1!and!it!is!determined!following!LambertVBeer's$law:!! = !!"!where!!is!the!molar!concentration!of!the!sample!and!is!the!optical!path!length!of!
S CPU M C R ! ! ! 





















'Luminescence! quantum! yield! represents! a! useful! parameter! in! photophysics,!since!it!allows!the!direct!comparison!between!photons!emitted!and!absorbed!by!a!luminescent!species!for!a!precise!excitation!wavelength.!The!most! employed!method! for! the! assessment! of! the! luminescence! quantum!yield! in! solution! is! based! on! the! direct! comparison!with! a! reference! standard,!whose!quantum!yield!(Φr)!is!known.!The!equation!that!allows!its!determination!is!given!by! Φ = Φ! !× ! !!! !× !!!!!!!where!S!and!n!represent!the!area!beneath!the!emission!profile!and!the!refractive!index! of! the! solvent! used! to! prepare! both! the! solution! of! the! sample! and! the!reference,! respectively.! This! equation! is! valid! only! if! the! absorbance! values!referring!to!the!excitation!wavelength!of!both!the!reference!and!the!sample!are!the!same!and!are!below!0.1.!!!The! spectral! region!of! its! emission!has! to!be! superimposable! to! the!one!of! the!sample,! in! order! to! obtain! emission! spectra! using! the! same! experimental!conditions.! The! determination! of! the! luminescence! quantum! yield! was!performed! by! following! the! experimental! procedure! proposed! by! Demas! and!Crosby[3]! and! the! most! suitable! standard! for! the! measurement! was! chosen!depending!on!the!spectral!region!related!to!the!emission!of!the!sample.![4]!
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For! the! luminescence! quantum! yield! determination! of! triazolopyridinium! and!triazoloquinolinium!salts,!a!sodium!salt!of!quinine!sulphate!in!H2SO4!50!mM!was!used!as!reference!standard.!!


















• computer$(CPU).$In!principle,!the!measurement!starts!with!the!emission!of!a!short!pulse!(1Q5!ns)!and!at!the!same!time!the!start$photomultiplier!sends!a!signal!to!the!TAC.!The!TAC!starts! a! linear! voltage! ramp! until! the! photon! emitted! by! the! sample! after! the!excitation!pulse!is!detected!by!the!stop$photomultiplier!and!sends!a!stop!signal!to!the!TAC,!thus!blocking!the!voltage!ramp.!The!TAC!resembles!a!chronometer!since!it!measures! the! time! elapsed! from! the! start! and! the! stop! signals! and! this! time!interval!is!sent!to!the!MCA!as!an!electrical!signal.!Repetition!of!many!excitationQemission!cycles!allows!the!MCA!to!accumulate!and!organize!the!obtained!signals!in!different!channels!on!the!basis!of!their!delay!form!the!excitation.!For!statistical!reasons,!the!frequency!of!the!registered!events!has!to!be!less!than!2%!of! the!working! frequency!of! the! lamp.! In! this!way,! it! is!possible! to!avoid!to!detect! only! the! contribution!of! photons! that! are! emitted! immediately! after! the!excitation:!these!photons!have!a!high!detection!probability!and!this!results! in!a!shift!of!the!luminescence!decay!curve!towards!shorter!times.[4]!Fluorescence! lifetimes! were! determined! by! applying! mono! and! biexponential!fitting!were!models!and!the!factor!χ2!was!employed!as!quality!parameter!of!the!fits.!Phosphorescence! lifetime!measurements!were! performed! at! 77! K! on! a! Perkin!Elmer! LS55! spectrofluorimeter! equipped! with! a! Hamamatsu! R928!photomultiplier.!!!
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2.4'Fluorescence'anisotropy'measurements'!Fluorescence! anisotropy! measurements! were! carried! out! on! a!spectrofluorimeter!Edinburgh!Analytical!Instruments!FLS920.!!Generally,! fluorescence! anisotropy! allows! to! investigate! processes! involved! in!the! change! of! the! orientation! of! the! dipole!moment! referring! to! the! electronic!distribution!of!an!excited!state:!these!processes!concern!the!rotation!dynamics!of!a!fluorophore!in!the!space!and!energy!transfer!processes.!The!main!application!field! of! this! technique! refers! to! the! study! of! the! dynamics! of! deactivation!processes! and! passage! of! energy,! as! a! consequence! of! supramolecular!interactions.! It! represents! a! quantity! able! to! determine! the! polarization! of! the!emitted! light! from! a! sample! previously! excited! by! polarized! light.! Thus,! the!measurement! is! performed! at! different! wavelengths! and! the! fluorescence!excitation!spectrum!is!obtained!by!fixing!the!excitation!wavelenght.!The!instrumental!setup!is!shown!in!Figure$2.4.!
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polarizer!is!perpendicular!to!the!excitation!one.!!Fluorescence! anisotropy! measured! in! solution! is! lower! than! the! maximum!theoretical! value! (+0.4)! because! of! the! occurrence! of! several! depolarization!processes,! such! as! energy! migration,! rotational! diffusion,! light! scattering! and!radiative! energy! transfer.! In! the! case! of! depolarization! by! rotational! diffusion,!the!anisotropy!value!is!given!by!Perrin!equation[5]!! = !!1!+ !! !!where!!!!denotes! the! fundamental! anisotropy,!!!is! rotational! correlation! time!and!!stands!for!the!excited!state!lifetime.!
 
2.5'Photochemical'experiments'
'Irradiation! of! samples! were! performed! at! room! temperature! in! a!spectrophotometric! quartz! cuvette! (1! cm! path! length)! containing! 2.5! mL! of!sample!solutions!under!gently!stirring!and!using!a!125!W!Hg!medium!pressure!lamp! and! an! interference! filter! as! light! source.! Variations! in! the! absorption!spectrum! were! recorded! using! a! Varian! Cary! 50! Bio! single! beam!spectrophotometer.!!
2.5.1'Photochemical'quantum'yield'assessment'!The!efficiency!of!a!given!photochemical!process!is!expressed!by!its!!photochemical!quantum!yield!(ΦP)!that!is!Φ! = ! Δ!!×!!q!,!"!×!!!!×!!!where!ΔC!represents! the! concentration! of! photoproduct! obtained! during! the!irradiation,! V! is! the! volume! of! the! irradiated! solution,!q!,!"!is! the! number! of!photons! emitted! by! the! source! and!!! !is! the! mean! value! of! the! fraction! of!absorbed!light!at!the!irradiation!wavelenght.!The!number!of!incident!photons!is!measured!by!using!chemical!actinometers!and,!more!specifically,!in!this!work!it!was! estimated! on! dilute! sample! solutions! at! room! temperature! by! using!potassium! ferrioxalate! and! potassium! reineckate! (Reinecke's! salt)! as! chemical!
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actinometers.!Potassium! ferrioxalate[6]! represents! the!most! practical! actinometer! for!UV! and!visible!light!and!can!be!used!up!to!500!nm.!The!photochemical! reaction! involved! is!a!photodecomposition!described! in! the!following!equation:![Fe(C2O4)3]3Q!+!hν → Fe2+!+!C!O!•!!+!2!C!O!!!![Fe(C2O4)3]3Q!+!C!O!•!!→ Fe2+!+!2CO2!+!3!C!O!!! The! amount! of! Fe2+! is! determined! spectrophotometrically! by! adding! oQphenantroline! and!monitoring! the! formation! of! the! colored! trisQphenantroline!complex! (ε=11100! MQ1cmQ1! at! 510! nm),! since! potassium! ferrioxalate! is!transparent! to! that! wavelength! and! Fe3+is! not! appreciably! complexed! by! oQphenantroline.!Since!the!reaction!vessel!consists!of!a!spectrophotometric!quartz!cell!having!a!1cm!path!length!and!containing!3!ml!of!12!mM!ferrioxalate!solution,!a!microversion!of!the!actinometer!was!performed.[7]!The!number!of!incident!photons!is!given!by!!!,!" = !Δ!!"#!!"t !×!!!×! !!where!the!factor!Y!includes!the!yield!of!the!actinometer!at!a!precise!irradiation!wavelength,!the!ε!of!the!complex![Fe(phen)3]2+!at!510!nm!and!the!ratio!between!the! product! of! the! irradiated! volume! and! the! final! volume! after! addition! of!oQphenantroline! and! the! aliquot! of! the! irradiated! solution! used! for! Fe2+!determination.!The!main!advantage! related! to! the!use!of!potassium! ferrioxalate! resides! in! the!quantum! yield! independence! of! temperature! and! concentration,! but! the! main!drawbacks!concern!the!poor!absorbance!and!change!of!the!quantum!yield!upon!shifting! the! irradiation!wavelength! towards!higher!values! in! the!visible! region,!limiting! its! applicability:! in! this! case,! it! is! necessary! to! use! another! chemical!actinometer!and!Reinecke's!salt!represents!a!valid!alternative.!In! aqueous! solution,! potassium! reineckate! experiences! the! following!photoaquation!reaction:![!"(!"!)!(!"#)!]!! + !!!!!+ !!ℎ!! → ! [!"(!!!)(!"!)!(!"#)!]! + !!"#!!The! amount! of! !"#! produced! is! determined! spectrophotometrically! after!formation!of!a!colored!complex!(ε=4300!MQ1cmQ1!at!450!nm)!with!Fe(NO3)3!which!
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allows! to!monitor! the! photoreaction! and! to! determine! the! number! of! incident!photons.!Unlike!potassium! ferrioxalate,! the!quantum!yield! for! this! actinometer!does!not!depend!on!irradiation!wavelenght!and!it! is!constant! in!the!range!315Q750! nm,[8]! even! if! the! absorbance! of! this! actinometric! solution! (~! 50! mM)! is!almost! complete!up! to!600!nm! for! an!optical! path!of! 1! cm.! Since! the!quantum!yield!depends!on!temperature!and!pH,!it!is!necessary!to!prepare!the!actinometric!solution! before! performing! the! irradiation.! Moreover,!!"#! !is! released! also!thermally!so!it!is!necessary!to!subtract!the!contribution!of!this!thermal!reaction!by! comparing! the! absorbance! value! at! 450!nm!obtained!upon! irradiation!with!that!of!the!same!solution!stored!in!the!dark.!!
2.6'Electrochemical'techniques'
'Electrochemical! measurements! were! carried! out! in! argonQpurged! solutions! of!samples! dissolved! in! water,! anhydrous! acetonitrile! or! anhydrous!dichloromethane! at! 298! K.! For! cyclic! voltammetry! and! differential! pulse!voltammetry!the!working!electrode!was!a!glassy!carbon!electrode!(0.08!cm2),!the!counter! electrode! was! a! Pt! spiral! and! a! SCE! reference! electrode! for!measurements!in!aqueous!solutions,!whereas!for!solutions!in!solvents!other!than!water!an!Ag!wire!was!used!as!a!quasi!reference!electrode,!ferrocene!(100!mM!in!acetonitrile)!and!decamethylferrocene!(100!mM!in!dichloromethane)!were!used!as!internal!references.!The!electrochemical!cell!was!linked!to!an!Autolab!PGSTAT!12!potentiostat/galvanostat.!The!concentration!of!compounds!examined!was!of!0.5mM!and!1!mM;!TEAPF6!(50!mM!in!acetonitrile),!TBAPF6!(100!mM!in!dichloromethane)!and!NaClO4!(100!mM!in! water)! were! added! as! supporting! electrolytes.! Cyclic! voltammograms! were!obtained! with! scan! rates! in! the! range! 10Q500! mV/s! and! differential! pulse!voltammograms!were!obtained!applying!a!modulation!time!of!40!s,!a!modulation!amplitude!of!75!mV!and!a!scan!rate!of!20!mV/s.!!!!
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2.6.1'Cyclic'voltammetry'!Among! potentiostatic! methods,! voltammetric! techniques! [9]! consist! on! the!application! of! a! potential! scan! to! the! working! electrode! and! then! the! current!response!of! the!cell! is!measured.! In!cyclic!voltammetry!the!potential!applied!to!the!working! electrode! is! changed! linearly!with! time!within! a! defined!potential!range!then!a!reverse!scan!is!applied,!as!shown!in!Figure$2.5.!
!
Figure' 2.5*' Potential' excitation' function' and' current' vs' potential' response' for' cyclic'























• modulation$time$(τp):!is!the!duration!of!the!potential!pulse!In!this!case,!the!scan!rate!is!defined!as!the!ratio!between!the!potential!increment!and!the!period!of!the!cycle.!In!the!case!of!a!reversible!process,!the!potential!corresponding!to!the!peak!in!the!voltammogram! is! independent! on! the! scan! rate! and! is! related! to! the!halfwave$












surface! area! of! the! electrode,! on! the! square! root! of! diffusion! coefficient! of! the!electroactive!species,!on!its!concentration,!but!also!on!the!height!and!duration!of!the!applied!pulse.!!In! the!case!of! irreversible!processes!(chemically!or!electrochemically),! the!DPV!peak!is!weaker!and!broader!and!its!shape!is!not!symmetric!anymore.!!
2.7'Circular'dichroism'
'Circular! dichroism! measurements! were! performed! at! room! temperature! in! a!spectrophotometric!quartz!cuvette!(1!cm!path!length)!containing!2!mL!of!sample!solutions! and! spectra! were! acquired! on! a! Jasco! JQ810! single! beam!spectropolarimeter.!In! general,! circular! dichroism! (CD)! spectroscopy! concerns! the! different!absorption!of! the! two! chiral! components! (leftVhanded! and! rightVhanded)! of! the!linearly!polarized!light!experienced!by!chiral!entities.!This! spectroscopic! technique! is! based! on! the! principle! that! the! two! circularly!polarized! components! of! linearly! polarized! light! have! different! absorption!coefficients!when! they! proceed! through! an! optically! active! compound:! so! they!are! absorbed! at! different! degrees! by! the! chiral! compound.! The! light! passing!through! the! compound! is! elliptically! polarized! and! the! compound! has! "chiral!dichroism".!Molar! ellipticity! (θ)! is! the!parameter!used! to! express! the! extent! of!circular!dichroism!and!it!is!defined!as!! = 4500! Δ! log! 10!where!Δ!!denotes! the! difference! between! the!molecular! extinction! coefficients!for!the!two!circularly!polarized!components!of!linearly!polarized!light,!defined!as!










• modulator$(CDM):! splits! the! linearly! polarized! light! in! its! two! circularly!polarized!components;!
• detector$(PM):!a!photomultiplier!tube.!!
2.8'Liposomes'preparation'
'Large! unilamellar! vesicles! were! prepared! by! rehydration! of! a! thin! film! of! 1QpalmitoylQ2QoleoylQsnQglyceroQ3Qphosphocholine!(POPC).[12]!In! order! to! obtain! liposomes! having! a! molecular! guest! in! their! phospholipid!bilayer,! an! appropriate! amount! of! a! POPC! solution! in! chloroform! (25!mg/mL,!Avanti!Polar!Lipids)!and!guest!were!placed!in!a!5!mL!roundQbottom!flask!and!the!mixture!was!evaporated!under!reduced!pressure!at!40°C!to!produce!a!thin!film!that! was! dried! under! vacuum! for! 1! hour.! The! phospholipid! film! was! kept!overnight!at!4°C!before!rehydration.!In! both! cases,! the! lipid! film! was! rehydrated! with! an! aqueous! buffer! solution![made!of!174mM!NaCl,!105!mM!Na2HPO4,!20!mm!KH2PO4!(pH!7.4,!578!mOsm)!or!made! of! made! of! 121.5! mM! NaCl,! 25.2! mM! Na2HPO4,! 4.8! mm! KH2PO4! for!
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microviscosity! measurements! (pH! 7.4,! 578! mOsm)]! or! with! a! 50! mM! CF3Qbuffered!aqueous!solution![made!of!121.5!mM!NaCl,!25.2!mM!Na2HPO4,!4.8!mM!KH2PO4! and! 50! mM! CF3Q! (pH! 7.4,! 578! mOsm)].! The! resulting! liposomal!suspension! was! extruded! 20! times! through! a! polycarbonate! membrane! with!100Qnm!pores!on!an!Avanti!Polar!Lipids!(Alabaster,!AL,!USA)!miniQextruder.!For!dequenching! measurements,! the! obtained! liposomal! suspension! was! passed!through! a! Sephadex! GQ25! column! in! order! to! get! rid! of! the! unentrapped! dye.!Prior! to! be! used,! the! liposomal! solutions! were! diluted! with! the! appropriate!buffer!(isosmotic!with!the!one!used!for!the!rehydration!step),!in!order!o!achieve!a! final! concentration! of! POPC! equal! to! 1.32*10Q5!M! for! stability!measurements!and! 2.64*10Q5! M! for! viscosity! measurements,! assuming! 100%! elution! of!phospholipids!during!the!gel!permeation!process.!The!same!procedure!was!followed!for!the!entrapment!of!guests!in!the!liposomal!aqueous! core,! but! in! this! case! the! phospholipid! film! was! rehydrated! with! a!1.7*10Q4!M!and!8.5*10Q5!M!aqueous! solutions!of!E,EQ12+!and!CB7! in!5!mM!NaCl.!The! obtained! liposomal! suspension! was! extruded! 20! times! through! a!polycarbonate! membrane! with! 100Qnm! pores! on! an! Avanti! Polar! Lipids!(Alabaster,!AL,!USA)!miniQextruder!and!the!unentrapped!guest!was!removed!by!gel! permeation! on! Sephadex! GQ25! columns.! Liposomes! eluted! from! columns!were!diluted!with!a!5mM!NaCl!solution!(pH!7.4).!For!chloride!transport!assays!in!Egg!Yolk!Phosphatidylcholine!(EYPC)!liposomes,!a! lipid!film!was!formed!by!evaporating!a!chloroform!solution!containing!50!mg!or!25!mg!of! lipids! (EYPC)!under!reduced!pressure!at!25°C! for!at! least!2!hours.!The! lipid! film! was! then! hydrated! with! 500! μL! of! a! 2! mM! lucigenin! solution!containing! 100! mM! NaCl! and! 10! mM! NaH2PO4/Na2HPO4! buffer! (pH! 6.2).! The!resulting! suspension! was! then! subjected! to! at! least! 10! freeze/thaw! cycles! (1!minute! at! Q78°C! followed! by! 1! minute! at! 35°C)! and! vortexed! for! 30! seconds!between! each! cycle.! The! suspension! is! then! extruded! through! a! 100! nm!polycarbonate!membrane!21!times.!Liposomes!are!purified!through!a!Sephadex!GQ25!column!to!remove!the!extravesicular!lucigenin!dye!using!a!100!mM!NaNO3!and!10!mM!NaH2PO4/Na2HPO4!buffer!(pH!6.2)!as!eluent.!The!isolated!liposomes!were!diluted!to!10!mM!(50!mg!of!EYPC)!or!5!mM!(25!mg!of!EYPC)!relative!to!the!lipid,!assuming!all!EYPC!was!conserved!through!manipulations.!
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2.9'Liposomes'characterization'
'POPC! liposomes! were! characterized! on! a! Malvern! Instruments! DLS! ZetaSizer!NanoQZS!and!their!size!and!zeta!potential!were!assessed.!For!size!measurements!PMMA! disposable! cuvettes! containing! 1!ml! of! diluted! liposomal! suspension! in!PBS! (pH! 7.4)! were! used,! whereas! for! zeta! potential! determination! disposable!folded!capillary!cells!containing!1!mL!of!diluted!liposomal!suspension!in!NaCl!10!mM!(pH!7.4)!were!used! (the!diffusion!barrier! technique!was!employed! to! load!the!sample!in!the!cell).!The!instrumental!setup!for!DLS!measurement!is!shown!in!Figure$2.8.!
!
Figure'2.8*'Block'scheme'of'a'Malvern'Instruments'DLS'ZetaSizer'Nano>ZS.'







• Detector:!registers!the!light!scattered!from!the!sample!and!its!position!can!be! at! 173°! or! 90°! with! respect! to! the! incident! laser! beam! for! DLS!measurements.!For!zeta!potential!measurements!it!is!at!17°!with!respect!to!the!incident!beam;$
• Correlator:!it!is!a!digital!signal!processing!board,!that!analyses!the!output!signal;$
• Software.$!
2.9.1'Size'determination'!Dynamic! light!scattering!is!a!useful!technique!in!size!determination!of!particles!having!submicrometric!dimensions.!This!technique!correlates!Brownian!motion!and! particle! dimension,! expressed! in! terms! of! hydrodynamic$ diameter.! The!translational!diffusion!coefficient!(D)!allows!derivation!of!the!particle!size,!using!the!StokesQEinstein!equation! !(!) = !"3!"#!where!!(!)!stands!for!the!hydrodynamic!diameter,!!!is!the!Boltzmann!constant,!
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!!is!the!absolute!temperature!and!!expresses!the!medium!viscosity.!!!Since! particles! are! in! a! solution! environment,! the! hydrodynamic! diameter! is!defined! as! the! diameter! of! spherical! rigid! particle! having! the! same! diffusion!coefficient!and!the!same!diffusion!speed!of!the!one!that!is!under!measurement.!It!is! important! to! mention! that! this! value! depends! on! factors! other! than!temperature!and!medium!viscosity,!but!also!on!structure!of!particle's!surface!and!ionic! strength! of! the! dispersant!medium.!Rayleigh$approximation$describes! the!relationship!between!the!intensity!of!the!scattered!light!(I),!particles!dimensions!(!)!and!laser!wavelength!(λ).!It!states!that!!!! ∝ !!!!!! ∝ !1 !!!if! the!dimension!of!particles! irradiated!by! the!source! is!negligible!compared! to!wavelength! of! the! source! used! and! if! the! light! scattered! by! the! sample! is!isotropic.!!A!DLS!measurement!provides!not!only!the!value!of!the!hydrodynamic!diameter,!but! it! gives! information! on! some!other! important! parameters! that! represent! a!valid! indication! of! the! quality! of! the! sample! under! analysis.! These! parameters!are:!
• Correlation$ function:! for! a! good!measurement,! it!must! have! a! sigmoidal!shape! and! the! yQaxis! intercept! value! has! to! approach! 1.! Moreover,! the!time! required! for! the! decay! gives! information! on! the! dimension! of!particles:! for! small! particles,! the! correlation! of! the! signal! takes! a! short!time!to!decay,!whereas!for!big!ones,!the!decay!is!much!slower.!The!angle!of! decay! gives! information! about! the! polydispersity! of! the! distribution!and!the!baseline!about!the!presence!of!aggregates;!
• Polydispersity$ Index$ (PDI):! indicates! the! width! of! the! distribution! of!populations! in! the! sample.! For! a! monodisperse! sample! it! has! to! be! as!narrow!as!possible;!
• Count$rate:!provides! information!on!sample!stability.!A!decreasing!count!rate! indicates! sample! sedimentation,! whereas! an! increasing! count! rate!refers!to!particles'!aggregation.$
$
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2.9.2'Zeta'potential'!Zeta! potential! is! a! physical! property! exhibited! by! particles! in! suspension! that!indicates! the! stability! of! a! colloidal! system.! Generally,! the! threshold! for!instability! is! the!potential! range!between! Q30!and!+30!mV:!above! those!values,!particles!are!stabilized!by!electrostatic!forces!and!do!not!flocculate.!When!a!particle!bears!a!net!charge!on!its!surface!and!it!is!suspended!in!a!solution!environment,! the! liquid! layer! that! surrounds! it!exists!as! two!regions:! the!Stern$
layer,!in!which!ions!having!opposite!charge!are!strongly!bound!to!the!surface!of!the!particle!and!a!diffuse$layer,!where!ions!are!less!firmly!associated.!Within!this!layer,! a! theoretical! boundary! layer! exists,! in! which! ions! and! particles! form! a!stable! entity:! when! the! particle! moves,! ions! within! this! layer! move! with! it,!whereas! ions!beyond! this! layer! stay!with! the!bulk!dispersant.! Zeta!potential! is!defined! as! the! potential! at! this! surface! of! hydrodynamic! shear,! as! shown! in!
Figure$2.10.$
!
Figure'2.10*Schematic'representation'of'zeta'potential.!!Zeta!potential!depends!on!pH,! ionic!strength!and!conductivity!of!the!dispersing!medium! and,! of! course,! on! superficial! charge! of! the! particle.! The! main!consequence! of! having! a! colloidal! system,! in!which! the! dispersed!particles! are!charged,!is!that!they!interact!with!an!applied!electric!field,!yielding!electrokinetic$
Particle!with!negative surface!charge 
Slipping!plane 







effects.!Among!them,!electrophoresis! is!very! important!since! the!Henry$equation$correlates!the!electrophoretic!mobility!(UE)!and!zeta!potential!(z):!!! = 2!"#(!")3! !where!!!is! the! dielectric! constant,!!!is! the! viscosity! and!!(!")!is! the! Henry's!function,!whose!value!is!1.5!in!the!Smoluchowski's!approximation.!Electrophoretic!mobility! is!measured!by!using! the! laser$Doppler$electrophoresis$
technique! together! with! M3VPALS! (that! is! a! combination! of! laser$ Doppler$





















3.1'Introduction'!The! development! of! blue! light! fluorophores! has! attracted! much! attention!because!of!their!application!in!many!application!fields,!such!as!OLED!technology![1],!Förster!resonance!energy!transfer!(FRET),[2]!bio! imaging!and!bioassays.!The!main!limitation!in!their!design!and!development!resides!in!the!large!energy!gap!required! between! their! excitedQ! and! groundQstate! energy! levels! and! this! often!translates!in!low!quantum!yields!and!poor!photostability.[3]!In! addition! to! the! properties! mentioned! above,! selfQquenching! suppression!represents!another!important!feature!that!makes!a!compound!a!useful!blue!light!emitter:!in!this!sense,!compounds!exhibiting!a!large!Stokes!shift!constitute!good!candidates!for!this!purpose.!Among!blue!emitting!organic!compounds,!NQ2QarylQtriazoles! (NAT)[4]! and! [1,2,3]triazolo[1,5Qa]Qpyridines[5]! represent! an! important!family! of! blue! emitting! fluorophores,! but! the! main! limitation! in! their! use! as!
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R'= -H, -OCH3, -CO2CH3, -Br,
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!!
Figure'3.2*Reaction>based' detection' of' CN>.Reproduced'with' permission' from'Org.'Lett.,2013,'
































































Figure'3.4>'Structure'of'reference'compounds.'!Among!the!studied!triazolopyridinium!salts,!compounds!TP1,!TP3!and!TP4!were!chosen! (since! they! exhibit! the! highest! fluorescence! quantum! yield! and! water!solubility)!to!study!their!interaction!with!DNA.!This!work!was!performed!in!collaboration!with!the!group!of!Prof.!I.!Aprahamian,!Dartmouth!College,!Hanover,!New!Hampshire!(USA),!who!made!the!synthesis!of!the!studied!compounds.!!
3.2'Photophysical'characterization'










Figure'3.5>'Absorption'spectra'of'triazolopyridinium'salts'in'H2O'at'r.t.!!In! general,! the! presence! of! substituents! determines! two! main! effects:! an!auxochromic! effect! of! bands! at! 200,! 250,! 270! and! 300! nm! and! a! batochromic!effect!on!the!bands!at!250!and!300!nm.!In! particular,! the! presence! of! a! second! unit! of! 3Q(ethoxycarbonyl)Q1HQ[1,2,3]triazolo[1,5Qa]pyridinQ8Qium! determines! a! red! shift! of! the! absorption!maximum!at!300!nm!and!determines!also!a!doubling!in!the!values!of!the!molar!absorption!coefficient!and!the!same!trend!is!also!observed!for!the!maximum!at!250! nm.! The! presence! of! an! additional! fused! ring,! as! in! the! case! of!triazoloquinolinium!salts,!exerts!a!drastic!change!in!solubility,!but!do!not!affect!significantly!the!shape!of!absorption!spectra.!!In!fact,!absorption!spectra!(Figure$3.6)!of!the!compounds!show!three!main!bands!in!the!UV!region,! located!at!220,!255!and!340!nm.!The!two!spectra!have!a!very!similar! shape,! whereas! the! intensity! of! the! bands! in! the! case! of! TQ2! is! about!twice!as!that!of!the!bands!of!TQ1!(Table$3.2).!!
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!
Figure'3.6*'Absorption'spectra'of'triazoloquinolinium'salts'in'CH3OH'and'CH3CN'at'r.t.!!These! observations! indicate! that! the! triazoloquinolinium! unit! is! the!chromophore! responsible! of! the! UVQvisible! absorption,! and! that! the! two!triazoloquinolinium!units!of!TQ2!are!practically!independent!from!one!another,!as!also!suggested!by!molecular!modeling!(see!Section!3.5).!The! shape! of! emission! spectra! is! similar! for! all! compounds! (Figure$ 3.7):!regarding! the! presence! of! both! a! triazolopyridinium! and! triazoloquinolinium!chromophores,! they! all! show! a! broad! and! structureless! fluorescence! band,!whose!maxima!are!located!between!406!and!498!nm,!depending!on!the!nature!of!both!the!cation!and!the!substituent!in!para$position!on!the!phenyl!ring.!!
!
Figure' 3.7*' Fluorescence' emission' spectra' of' triazolopyridinium' in' H2O' (left)' and'
triazoloquinolinium'(right)'salts'in'CH3OH'and'CH3CN'at'r.t.!!
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/! /! /!! /!
TPR2' 305!(11200)! 460! 2.55*10Q3! <!0.2#! 155!
TP1' 207!(31400)!302!(9900)! 460! 0.029! 0.9! 158!
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TP2' 303!(10700) 406! 1.03*10–3! <!0.2#! 103!
TP3' 251!(17800)!305!(12800) 427! 0.066! 0.6! 122!
TP4' 247!(14100)!305!(12500)! 469! 0.023! 0.6! 163!
TP5' 205!(43100)!251!(18600)!305!(19800) 






















Figure' 3.8*' Fluorescence' emission' spectra' of' triazolopyridinium' (left)' and'
triazoloquinolinium'(right)'salts'in'a'glass>deposited'solid'state'film.!!Compared!with!the!emission!spectrum!in!aqueous!solution,!there!is!a!red!shift!of!the!emission!band!in!the!solid!state!for!TP1,!TP2!and!TP4,!as!shown!in!Figure$3.6,!and!in!Table$3.2.!On!the!other!hand,!TP3,!TP5!and!TQ1!exhibit!a!blue!shift!of!the!emission!maximum!in!the!solid!state!(Figure$3.8).!This!effect!may!be!due!to!the!lack! of! solvation! (polar! water! molecules! can! stabilize! electronic! levels! with! a!chargeQtransfer! character)! and/or! decreased! conformational! freedom! of! the!chromophore!in!the!condensed!phase.!In!the!case!of!TQ2!the!emission!from!the!film!takes!place!in!the!same!spectral!region!as!that!of!the!solution;!the!maximum!is! slightly! red! shifted!but! the! emission!onset! occurs! at! higher! energies! than! in!solution.!The! passage! from! solution! to! solid! state! causes! also! a! change! in! the! emission!kinetics:! in! fact,! the! decay! becomes! biexponential! for! TP1,! TP4! and! TP3.! TP5!experiences! a! decrease! in! the! lifetime,! whereas! the! emission! of! TP2! becomes!longer! lived.! In! the!case!of! triazoloquinolinium!salts,! the!excited!state!becomes!shorter!lived!and!the!decay!is!monoexponential,!as!shown!in!Table$3.2.!!
Table'3.2*'Photophysical'properties'in'solid'films.'













3.2.3'Spectroscopic'experiments'in'a'frozen'solvent'at'77'K'!All!compounds!exhibit!fluorescence!and!phosphorescence!emission!(Figure$3.9);!fluorescence! bands! are! blue! shifted! respect! to! the! fluorescence! detected! in!solution,!except!for!TP2!and!TP5.!In!all!cases,!the!fluorescence!band!in!the!glass!matrix!at!77K!is!blue!shifted!with!respect!to!that!observed!on!solid!films!at!room!temperature!(Table$3.3).!!
!
Figure' 3.9*'Normalized' fluorescence' (straight' line)' and' phosphorescence' (dashed' line)'
emission'spectra'of'triazolopyridinium'(left)'and'triazoloquinolinium'(right)'salts'at'77'K.'!The! comparison!between!emission!wavelengths! and! lifetimes! in! solution,! solid!state!and!at!low!temperature!is!presented!in!Table$3.3.!!
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Table'3.3>'Comparison'between'photophysical'properties'in'solution,'solid'state'and'77'K.'
Compound' Solution' Solid'state' 77'K'
' λem/nm' τ/ns' λem/nm' τ/ns' λ fluo/nm' τ/ns' λphos/nm' τ/s'
TP1' 460! 0.9! 520! τ1=0.25!
τ2=2! 384! τ1=0.8!!τ2=2.4! 450! 2.4!
TP2' 406!! <0.2#! 449! 3.1! 424! τ1=0.6!
τ2=2.6! 448! τ1=0.9!τ2=2.3!
TP3' 427! 0.6! 418! τ1<0.2#!
τ2=2.3! 387! 1.9! 452! τ1=1.4!τ2=2.9!
TP4' 469! 0.6! 524! τ1=4!!
τ2=0.55! 385! τ1=0.6!τ2=2.6! 448! τ1=0.9!τ2=2.3!
TP5' 419! 1.3! 392! <0.2#! 433! 3.9! 448! 2.1!
TQ1' 498! τ1=1.4!
τ2=2.3! 415! <0.2









in'aqueous'solution'at'r.t.'!For! this! reaction! the! quantum! yield!was! found! to! be! 0.034! in! air! equilibrated!solution! and!0.017! in! the! absence! of! oxygen,! suggesting! that! it! plays! an! active!role!in!the!reaction.!Other! triazolopyridinium! salts! (TP1! and! TP4)! are! not! stable! under! light!exposure,!but! in!this!case!the!photoreactivity! is!much! lower!and!different! from!that! observed! for! TPR1,! indicating! that! the! presence! of! a! phenyl! ring! in! 1Qposition!and!an!ester! group! in!3Qposition!on! the! triazolopyridinium! ion!affects!the! photoreactivity! of! these! compounds.! In! fact,! for! TP1! and! TP4! a! slight!decrease!of!the!bands!at!207!and!302!nm!is!observed!(Figure$3.11).!
!
Figure'3.11*'Variations' in' the' absorption' spectrum'during' irradiation' at' 313'nm'of' TP1'
(left)'and'TP4'(right)'in'aqueous'solution'at'r.t.'!
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The! absorption! changes! observed! on! irradiation! of! TP3! at! 313! nm! are! more!complex:!in!fact,!the!band!peaking!at!251!nm!decreases!and!shifts!to!the!red,!the!band!at!276!nm!increases,!and!the!band!at!305!nm!experiences!an!increase!and!a!blue!shift.!Moreover,!three!isosbestic!points!(218,!257!and!297!nm)!are!observed!(Figure$3.12),!suggesting!that!a!single!product!is!formed.!The!quantum!yield!for!this!photoreaction!is!0.019.!
!
Figure'3.12*'Variations'in'the'absorption'spectrum'during'irradiation'at'313'nm'of'TP3'in'









3.4'Electrochemical'characterization'!Triazolopyridinium! and! triazoloquinolinium! do! not! undergo! oxidation!processes:! in! fact,! by! observing! the! obtained! voltammograms! and! DPV! peaks!(Figure$3.13V$3.15),!it!is!possible!to!observe!only!reduction!processes.!In!the!case!of! triazolopyridinium! derivative,! these! processes! are! irreversible;!triazoloquinolinium! salts! exhibited! poorly! reversible! or! irreversible! reduction!processes.!All! compounds! exhibit! two! reduction! processes:! the! first! one,! occurring! at!potential!values!around!–1!V!vs!SCE!(Figure$3.15),!can!be!assigned!to!reduction!of!the! triazolopyridinium! unit,! by! comparing! these! voltammograms! with! those!obtained!for!TPR1!and!TPR2.!
!
Figure' 3.15*' Cyclic' voltammograms' of' an' aqueous' solution' of' triazolopyridinium' salts.'
Working' electrode:' glassy' carbon;' supporting' electrolyte' 0.1' M' NaClO4;' reference'









Figure' 3.17>' Cyclic' voltammograms' (left)' and' DPV' peaks' (right)' of' a' CH3CN' (5*10>4'
M)/TEAPF6'(5*10>3'M)'solution'of'TQ1'and'TQ2.'Working'electrode:'glassy'carbon;'internal'
reference:'ferrocene'0.1'M,'CH3CN.'Potential'values'are'referred'to'the'SCE.'In'DPV'peaks'
the'peak'at'+0.4'V'is'the'oxidation'of'ferrocene.'!The!first!reduction!of!TQ1!is!relatively!facile!(–0.66!V!vs!SCE,!Table$3.4)!and!it!is!obviously! assigned! to! the! uptake! of! one! electron! by! the! triazoloquinolinium!moiety.! The! second! reduction! corresponds! to! the! introduction! of! a! further!electron! into! the! LUMO! and! therefore! occurs! at! a! considerable!more! negative!potential! (–1.57! V).! The! third! reduction! signal! should! involve! the! LUMO+1!orbital!and!is!observed!at!–2.1!V.!In! the! case! of! TQ2! the! first! reduction! occurs! (–0.44! V)! at! a! considerably! less!negative! potential! compared! with! TQ1,! suggesting! a! much! higher! degree! of!delocalization! of! the! injected! electron! in! the! former! compound.! In! fact,! semiQempirical! quantum! chemical! calculations! (see! Section! 3.5)! indicate! that! the!LUMO! of! TQ2! encompasses! both! triazoloquinolinium! moieties! as! well! as! the!phenylene!bridge.!Such!an!extensive!delocalization!is!in!agreement!with!the!fact!that!the!second!reduction!occurs!at!a!potential!only!150!mV!more!negative!than!for! the! first! process.! The! third! process! (–2.18! V)! occurs! approximately! at! the!same! potential! as! for! TQ1;! the! current! intensity! of! its! CV! signal,! however,! is!about! twice! as! that! observed! for! TQ1,! suggesting! that! in! TQ2! the! process!involves! the! exchange! of! two! electrons.! In! fact,! quantum! chemical! calculations!show!that! in!TQ2!the!LUMO+1!is!centred!onto!each!triazoloquinolinium!moiety!(see!Section!3.5).!Hence,!it!can!be!hypothesized!that!at!–2.18!V!two!electrons!are!simultaneously!injected!in!TQ2!(one!for!each!triazolopyridinium!unit).!A!similar!
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3.5'Molecular'Modeling'!Molecular! modeling! was! performed! using! molecular! mechanics! (MM2! force!field)! and! semiQempirical! quantum! calculations! (MOPAC/MNDO! method),! as!implemented!in!the!Chem3D!Pro!software.!The! molecular! structure! was! first! energyQminimized! by! molecular! mechanics,!and! successively! the! HOMO! and! LUMO! surfaces! were! determined! by! semiQempirical!calculations.!In! the! case! of! triazolopyridinium! salts,! the! HOMO! is! mainly! located! onto! the!phenyl! unit,! whereas! the! LUMO! is! centered! onto! the! electronQpoor!triazolopyridinium!moiety!(Figure$3.18).!!!
!
'
Figure' 3.18*' Representation' of' the' HOMO' (left)' and' LUMO' (right)' orbitals' for'




(MOPAC/MNDO).'!In!the!case!of!triazoloquinolinium!salts,!the!situation!is!more!complex:!in!fact!the!HOMO! is! not! merely! located! on! the! phenyl! ring,! but! it! extends! on! the!triazoloquinolinium! unit! too.! Indeed,! the! LUMO! is! located! on! the!triazoloquinolinium!unit!(Figure$3.20).!!
!
Figure'3.20>'Representation'of'the'HOMO'(left)'and'LUMO'(right)'orbitals'for'TQ1'




orbitals'for'TQ2'(MOPAC/MNDO).'!These! observations! help! in! the! interpretation! of! spectroscopic! and!electrochemical! data! obtained:! in! fact,! the! intensity! of! the! absorption!bands! in!the! case! of! TQ2! is! about! twice! as! that! of! the! bands! of! TQ1,! supporting! the!hypothesis! that! the! two! triazoloquinolinium! units! in! TQ2! are! independent.!Moreover,! the! extensive!delocalization!of! the!LUMO!orbital! in!TQ2! results! in! a!higher! delocalization! of! the! injected! electron! and!makes! the! second! reduction!process!easier.!!!
3.6'DNA'binding'studies'
3.6.1'Introduction'!DNA! represents! the!unique! tool!used!by! living!organism! for! the! storage!of! the!genetic! information,! which! produces! evident! physical! and! biochemical! traits,!constituting!the!phenotype.!DNA!is!involved!in!the!biosynthesis!of!proteins!and,!more!specifically,!the!aminoacidic!sequence!that!composes!them!is!written!in!the!genetic! code! that! refers! to! the! oligonucleotide! sequence! forming! DNA! double!helix.! It! is! interesting! and! amazing! that! birth,! proliferation! and! death! of! living!organisms! relies! on! the! transcription! process,! whose! key! player! is! DNA.!Therefore,! living!organisms'! fate!depends!on! the!recognition!of!specific!sites! in!DNA!structure!by!specific!enzymes!and,!more!precisely,!on!their!interaction.!!This! highlights! the! essential! role! played! by! this! macromolecule! in! biological!system! and!makes! it! the! longQstanding! target! for! treatment! and! diagnosis! for!
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human!illness.!On!the!other!hand,!small!molecules!are!able!to!recognize!specific!DNA!sequences!and!to!interact!with!them!in!several!ways!and!this!paved!the!way!for! their! employment! as! tool! for! genome! interpretation! as!well! as! therapeutic!agents.! [10]! In! fact,!regulation!of! the!transcription!process!represents!one!of! the!most! effective! way! to! achieve! control! over! gene! expression! and! in! this! sense!ligandQDNA!interaction!can!result! in!a!dramatic!structural!change!in!the!double!helix! so! that! essential! and! specific! recognition! processes! between! DNA! and!enzymes!are!annihilated.!Organic!molecules!as!well!as!organometallic!compounds[11]!can!undergo!covalent!interactions! with! DNA! as! alkylating! agents,! leading! to! its! fragmentation! by!repairing! enzymes! in! their! attempt! to! replace! alkylated! bases.! Moreover,!establishment!of!nonQ!covalent!interactions,!such!as!electrostatic,!van!Der!Waals,!hydrophobic! forces!and!hydrogen!bonding!results! in!other!binding!modes!such!as!intercalation,!outsideQedge!binding!and!minor/major!groove!binding.[12]!It!should!be!emphasized!that!intercalation!and!groove!binding!may!exert!a!deep!influence! on! the! physiological! function! of! the! nucleic! acid! and! thus! they! are!extensively! employed! as! chemotherapeutic! strategies.! It! follows! that! the!intercalating! and! groove! binding! ability! are! strictly! linked! to! their! molecular!structure!and!design! [13]:!generally,! this!behaviour! is!observed!for! flat!aromatic!systems!consisting!of!at!least!two!aromatic!or!heteroaromatic!fused!rings!and!the!presence! of! a! positive! charge! (namely,! the! presence! of! a! quaternary! nitrogen!atom!conjugated!with!an!aromatic!π!system)!determines!a!further!benefit,!since!charged!ligands!considerably!stabilize!the!final!DNAQligand!complex!by!a!mean!of!chargeQtransfer!and!electrostatic!interactions.![14]!Since! triazolopyridinium! and! triazoloquinolinium! satisfy! structural! criteria!mentioned! above,! those! endowed!with! the! highest! emission! quantum! yield! in!solution!and!the!best!solubility!in!water!were!chosen!and!their!interaction!with!DNA! was! investigated,! in! terms! of! changes! in! their! photophysical! properties,!such! as! emission/absorption! spectra,! emission! lifetimes,! emission! anisotropy!and!circular!dichroism.!!!!
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TP1' 0! !42%! τ0!=0.5!10! τ1!=0.4!!
τ2!=3.7!!
TP2' 0! !30%! τ0!=0.8!10! τ1!=0.9!!
τ2!=0.3!!
TP3' 0! !40%! τ0!=0.4!10! τ1!=0.3!!












0'eq.'' 4.46*10Q3! 7.72*10Q2! 1.08*10Q1!
1'eq.'' 1.63*10Q2! 8.93*10Q2! 6.65*10Q2!
3'eq.'' 3.76*10Q2! 8.11∗10Q2! 1.12*10Q1!
5'eq.'' 2.5*10Q2! 8.16*10Q2! 8.5*10Q2!
10'eq.'' 4.42*10Q2! 6.62*10Q2! 7.43*10Q2!!By! comparing! data! obtained! and! the! molecular! structures! of! the! studied!compounds,! it! is! possible! to! hypothesize! that! the! interaction! between! this!compound!and!DNA!is!easier,!since!TP1!does!not!exhibit!any!substituent!in!para!position! on! the! phenyl! ring.! Moreover,! this! supports! the! conclusion! that! the!interaction! between! these! organic! salts! and! DNA! is! basically! electrostatic! and!refers! to! the! phosphate! backbone! of! DNA! and! the! triazolopyridinium! moiety,!since! compound! bearing! substituents! on! the! phenyl! ring! do! not! increase! their!anisotropy!values.!A!further!confirmation!of!the!kind!of!interaction!occurring!is!given!by!circular!dichroism!measurements:!in!fact,!these!measurements!proved!to! be! highly! diagnostic! in! stating! which! kind! of! interaction! between!triazolopyridinium! derivatives! and! DNA! takes! place.! If! an! intercalation! or! a!minor! groove! binding! interaction! occurs,! induced! dichroic! bands! (ICD)! are!normally!observed.[12]!In!the!presence!of!a!ligand,!a!significant!alteration!of!DNA!CD!spectrum!can!be!observed!and!it!is!ascribable!to!coupling!of!DNA!and!ligand!transitions,!or!changes!in!base!coupling!because!of!changes!in!DNA!geometry!due!to!ligand!binding;!this!effects!are!translated!in!considerable!increases!in!intensity!accompanied!by!shifts!in!the!maximum/minimum!of!DNA!bands.[15]!By!observing!circular!dichroism!spectra!(Figure$3.23)!an!increase!of!the!positive!band!at!268!nm! can! be! observed! and! the! same! trend! is! observed! for! the! negative! band!located! at! 245! nm,! accompanied!with! the! presence! of! isoelliptic! points! at! 256!
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and! 287! nm.! These! two! bands! are! ascribable! to! stacking! interaction! between!bases!and!helical!B!conformation!of!DNA.[16]!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!
Figure'3.23' >'Circular'dichroism'spectrum'of'triazolopyridinium'salts' in'the'presence'of' increasing'
amounts'of'DNA.'!Hence,!the!absence!of!bands!referring!to!an!induced!dichroic!signal!suggests!that!neither! intercalation! nor! minor! groove! binding! interaction! between! the! three!triazolopyridinium! derivatives! and! DNA! takes! place,! but! only! an! outsideQedge!interaction! between! phosphate! backbone! of! DNA! and! the! triazolopyridinium!moiety.!!
3.7'Conclusion'!In!this!chapter!the!photophysical,!photochemical!and!electrochemical!properties!of! triazolopyridinium! and! triazoloquinolinium!were! studied! and! it! was! shown!their!tunability!by!changing!the!substituents!in!para!position!on!the!phenyl!ring.!These!compounds!exhibited!tunable!blue!light!emission!with!"mega"!Stokes!shift!both! in! solution! and! in! the! solid! state.! Moreover,! they! exhibited!phosphorescence! by! performing! 77! K! measurements! and! it! was! found! that!lifetime! of! triplet! states! is! quite! long! compared! to! that! found! for! other! blue!emitting!organic! compounds.!Among! them,!only! triazolopyridinium!derivatives!proved! to! be! soluble! in! water! and! this! make! them! attractive! for! biological!applications,!such!as!bioimaging.!
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4.1'Introduction'!Release!of!liposomal!content!represents!the!essential!step!in!the!development!of!biocompatible! drug! delivery! systems:! in! order! to! state! if! the! system! under!investigation! is! effective! in! its! purpose,! it! is! necessary! to! compare! the! exerted!effect! on! liposomal! membranes'! permeability! with! the! spontaneous! one.!Moreover,! it! is! important! to! follow! the! enhancement! on! liposomal!membrane!permeability! and,! thus,! to! develop! an! effective! experimental! procedure! to!achieve!this!purpose.!In!order! to!monitor! the! time!evolution!of! liposomal!membrane!permeability,! a!commonly!used!experimental!approach!deals!with!the!exploitation!of!change!of!photophysical! properties! of! some! fluorescent! dyes! upon! release.! Among! them,!5(6)Qcarboxyfluorescein!(CF3Q)!is!widely!used!for!the!determination!of!liposomal!stability[1]!for! three!main! reasons.! First,! its! permeability! in! the!bilayer! is! low[2]!and! its! photophysical! properties! depend! on! pH[3]!and! concentration.! In! fact,! at!high!concentration!the!dye!experiences!a!selfQquenching!of! its!fluorescence!due!to! energy! transfer! to! non! fluorescent! dimers[4]! and! this! behaviour! can! be!
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exploited! in! order! to! monitor! the! timeQdependent! evolution! of! liposomal!membrane!destabilization.!In!a!typical!experiment,!the!dye!is!entrapped!in!the!aqueous!core!of!vesicles!in!a!high! concentration! (typically! 50! mM,! at! which! fluorescence! selfQquenching! is!significant)!and!its!efflux!from!liposomes!results!in!a!dilution!of!the!dye!into!the!external! dispersant!medium! and! recovery! of! its! fluorescence[5]:! thus,! a! typical!kinetic! profile! consists! of! a! curve! in! which! the! time! dependent! increase! of!carboxyfluorescein! fluorescence! is! reported.! This! profile! is! consistent! with! a!firstQorder!kinetic!mechanism!and!usually!an!apparent!firstQorder!rate!constant!
kobs$can!be!determined!according!to!the!following!equation!![!"!!]!" = !!"#[!"!!]!It! is!important!to!note!that!the!firstQorder!kinetic!model!is!not!always!adequate!in! describing! the! kinetics! of! CF3Q! leakage! from! vesicles! and! that! a! stretched!exponential!function!best!fits!data!obtained.!This!kinetic!model!has!been!used!to!describe! different! kinetic! behaviours! observed! in! many! different! phenomena,!such! as! the! discharge! of! capacitors,[6]! dielectric! relaxation! in! polymeric!materials,[7]luminescence! decay! of! fluorophores! incorporated! in! micelles,!cyclodextrins,!solQgel!matrices,!polymers,!proteins!biological!tissues!and!vesicles!or!membranes.[8]!Moreover,!the!efficiency!of!a!drug!delivery!system!is!usually!expressed!in!terms!of!percentage!of!CF3Q!leakage,!by!comparing!the!effect!obtained!after!the!addition!of! Triton! XQ100! (who! is! known! to! enhance! membrane! permeability! of! living!cells[9]!and!to!lyse!liposomes),!according!to!the!following!equation!%!"#$#%" = !!100 ∗ ! !(!)− !(0)!(!"#$%&) !− !!(0)!In!this!chapter,!the!effect!of!different!polyazobenzene!derivatives!on!membrane!permeability! of! POPC! liposomes! is! examined:! in! particular,! both! commercial!azobenzene!and!polyazobenzene!derivatives!inserted!in!the!phospholipid!bilayer!as! well! as! a! photoactive! pseudorotaxane! entrapped! in! the! aqueous! core!were!evaluated! as! potential! candidates! for! the! development! of! biocompatible!photoactive!systems!for!drug!delivery!purposes.!This!work!was!performed!in!collaboration!with!the!group!of!Prof.!S.!Hecht,!
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HumboldtQUniversität! zu! Berlin,! Berlin! (Germany),! who!made! the! synthesis! of!the!studied!compounds.!!
4.2'Azobenzene'
4.2.1'Photoinduced'carboxyfluorescein'leakage'!Due! to! its! interesting! photochromism,! the! azobenzene! unit! has! been! widely!exploited! in! order! to! create! smart! nanoscale! objects! able! to! perform! different!operations.! Moreover,! it! has! been! used! in! the! development! of! photoactive!biocompatible!drug!delivery!systems!based!on! liposomes!as!biological!carriers.!First!of!all,! it! is!interesting!t!evaluate!the!effect!that!plain!azobenzene!exerts!on!the!permeabilization!of!membranes!made!of!POPC!phospholipids.!Azobenzene! was! inserted! in! the! liposomal! bilayer! and,! by! using! the! method!proposed!by!Iwata!et$al.[10],! it!was!estimated!to!be!4%!mol.!respect! to!moles!of!POPC!phospholipids.!One! sample! of! POPC! liposomes! containing! selfQquenched! CF3Qin! their! core! and!azobenzene! in! their! bilayer! was! irradiated! at! 365! nm.! The! observed! spectral!variations! (Figure$ 4.1)! are! typical! for! the! transVcis$ photoisomerization! of!azobenzene.[11]!
!
Figure'4.1' >'Time>dependent'variations' in' the'absorption'spectrum'of'POPC' liposomes'([POPC='62'
µM)' containing' CF3>' (50'mM' in' PBS' pH=7.4)' and' azobenzene' (4%mol)' in' their' bilayer' during' the'
irradiation'at'365'nm.'!Liposomes! stability!was!evaluated! in! terms!of! efflux!of! the!entrapped!dye!and,!more! specifically,! the! value! of! the! observed! kinetic! constant! was! used! as! a!
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No'AZB' 0!/! 130.3!/! 6.87*10Q5!±!3.4*10Q6!
trans*AZB' 0!85! 154!154! 1.65*10Q4!±!4.5*10Q5!
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cis*AZB' 0!85! 154!154! 2.1*10Q4!±!7*10Q5!!Thus,! these!results!are!a!useful!premise! for! the!successive! investigation!on! the!effect!exerted!by!more!azobenzene!units! in!an!organic!compound!embedded!in!the!phospholipid!bilayer.!!
4.3' Polyazobenzene' derivatives:' a' new' perspective' in'
liposomal'destabilization'
4.3.1'Decoupled'polyazobenzenes'




Figure'4.3' >' Schematic' representation'of' rigid>rod'polymer' in' the' extended' (left)' and' compressed'
(right)'state.'Molecularly'dissolved'polymer'can'reversibly'shrink'and'stretch'upon'exposure'to'UV'
and' visible' light' irradiation.' Reproduced' with' permission' from' Angew.' Chem.' Int.' Ed.,' 2011,' 50,'
12559>12563.'©'2011'Wiley>VCH'Verlag'GmbH'&'Co.!!The!key!of!their!morphological!behaviour!resides!in!the!electronic!separation!of!the! constituents! azobenzene! units:! this! point! is! not! trivial! since! conjugated!azobenzenes!do!not!exhibit!ZVrich!photostationary!states!when!irradiated.[14]!In!fact,!there!is!a!deep!connection!between!electronic!conjugation!and!the!degree!of!separation!of!azo!units,!expressed! in! terms!of!dihedral!angle!of! the!biphenyl!linkage!units.! In!fact,!as!the!dihedral!angle!increases,!the!electronic!conjugation!decreases,[15]! leading! to! an! enhancement! of! photoswitching! characteristics.!Moreover,! it! has! been! found! that! when! biphenyl! linkers! are! perpendicular,!azobenzene!units!operate!independently:[16]!since!the!presence!of!an!azo!moiety!leads!to!an!almost!3Qfold!increase!of!CF3Q!leakage!form!POPC!liposomes,!it!would!be!interesting!to!analyse!which!would!be!the!effect!exerted!by!many!independent!azo!units!in!the!same!compound!inserted!in!the!phospholipid!bilayer,!especially!if! the! embedded! compound! has! a! molecular! length! comparable! with! bilayer!thickness! of! POPC! vesicles.! In! this! paragraph,! the! results! concerning! the!insertion!of!a!polyazobenzene!derivative!bearing!three!separated!azo!units!(AZOQ3)!in!POPC!phospholipid!bilayers!are!shown.!!!
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4.3.1.2'Photophysical'and'photochemical'characterization'!Photophysical! and! photochemical! properties! of! AZOQ3! were! compared! with!those! of! other! azobenzene! derivative,! having! one! (AZOQ1)! and! two! (AZOQ2)!azobenzene!photochromic!units!(Figure$4.4).!
!
Figure'4.4'>'Chemical'structure'of'azobenzene'derivatives'AZO>1,'AZO>2'and'AZO>3.!!Absorption! spectra! (Figure$ 4.5)! show! two! main! bands! referring! to! π−π*! and!n−π* transitions! of! azobenzene! and! by! comparing!molar! absorption! coefficient!values! (Table$ 4.2)! it! is! possible! to! notice! that! there! is! not! a! perfectly! linear!correlationwith! the! number! of! azo! units! in! the! compounds.! This! behaviour! is!remarkable,! since! for!conjugated!azobenzenes! the! trend! is!perfectly! linear! (see!par.6.2.1).!Moreover,!absorption!maximum!related!to!π−π * transitions!is!slightly!


























(a),' AZO>2' (b)' and'AZO>3' (c)' upon' irradiation' at' 365'
nm.' Inset:' time' dependent' absorption' changes' in' the'
π−π*'and'n−π *'bands'upon'irradiation.'







Among! these! three! photoactive! compounds,! AZOQ3! was! chosen! since! its!molecular! length!is!comparable!with!bilayer!thickness!of!POPC!bilayers!(39.8!Å!at!20°C)[17]!and!its!ability!in!destabilizing!liposomal!membranes!was!explored.!!













Figure' 4.7' >' Absorption' spectrum' of' POPC' liposomes' ([POPC]=' 62' µM)' containing' AZO>3' in' their'
bilayer'and'CF3>'(5o'mM'in'PBS)'in'their'aqueous'core'before'(red)'and'after'(blue)'filtration.'!DLS!measurements!(Figure$4.8)!show!three!different!populations!and!liposomes!do! not! represent! the! most! abundant! one! in! the! sample:! this! suggests! the!hypothesis! that! the! guest!undergoes! selfQaggregation!during! the!hydration!and!extrusion!steps.!!
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'
Figure' 4.8' >' DLS' measurements' of' POPC' liposomes' ([POPC]=' 62' µM)' containing' AZO>3' in' their'
bilayer'and'CF3>'(5o'mM'in'PBS)'in'their'aqueous'core.'
'The!second!approach!was!applied!in!order!to!overcome!this!issue,!assuming!that!during! solvent! evaporation! the! hydrophobic! guest! inserts! in! the! hydrophobic!region!of!the!phospholipid!bilayer,!but!it!led!to!the!same!results.!In!fact,!its!high!hydrophobicity!makes! it! totally! insoluble! in!water,! but,! presumably!because!of!its!long!size!and!rigid!shape,!it!is!not!able!to!dissolve!in!the!hydrophobic!region!of!the! phospholipid! bilayer.! On! the! other! hand,! its! transverse! insertion! in! the!bilayer! may! be! both! thermodynamically! and! kinetically! demanding,! since! its!hydrophobic!ends!should!deal!with!the!zwitterionic!region!of!the!phospholipid!at!the!membraneQwater!interface.!!
4.3.2'Decoupled'polyazobenzene'amphiphile'
4.3.2.1'Introduction'!Previous! results! concerning! the! insertion! of! AZOQ3! in! POPC! bilayer,! prompted!Prof.! Hecht's! group! to! design! a! new! guest,! AZOQ4,! in!which! the! photochemical!activity! of! separated! azobenzene! units! have! to! be! joined!with! the! presence! of!positively! charged! terminal! groups! (Figure$ 4.9),! in! order! to! improve! the! selfQassembly!of!phospholipids!and!guest!during!hydration!and!extrusion!steps!and,!thus,!to!enhance!the!insertion!efficiency!of!the!photoactive!guest.!!
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!
Figure'4.9'>'Chemical'structure'of'azobenzene'derivatives'AZO>4.!!Many! different! photoactive! compounds! exhibiting! the! azobenzene! core! have!been!incorporated!in!liposomal!membranes,!in!order!to!develop!photoactive!and!biocompatible! nanocarriers! for! drug! delivery.! Many! different! azobenzeneQcontaining! guests! have! been! explored,! including! cholesterol! derivatives,[18]!polymers,[19]!phospholipids,[20]!and!amphiphiles,[21]!but!all!of! them!showed!one!or!more!azobenzene!units!that!are!far!each!other,!whereas!no!one!reported!the!effect!exerted!by!two!(or!more)!azobenzene!units!so!spatially!close.!Moreover,! it! is! possible! to! obtain! an! efficient! release! using! amphiphilic!molecules,!whose! structure! resembles! the! one! of!membraneQforming! lipids:! in!fact,! the! structural! analogy!between! them!and! these! lightQsensitive! compounds!may! improve! the! encapsulation! efficiency! and! overall! stability! of! resulting!liposomal!suspensions.!!
















Figure'4.10' >' Changes' in' the' absorption' spectra' of' AZO>4' upon' irradiation' at' 365' nm.' Inset:' time'
dependent'absorption'changes'in'thermal'Z/E'isomerization'and'first>order'fitting.'
'By!observing!Table$4.3,! it!emerges!thatthe!quantum!yield!is!much!higher!(0.16)!than! the! one! found! for! azobenzene:! this! is! consistent! with! the! behaviour! of!substituted!azobenzenes,!expecially!those!bearing!amino!and!alkoxy!moieties!in!2!and!4!position.[24]!The!photostationary!state!is!composed!mainly!by!the!Z,Z! isomer!(99%)!and!the!thermal! backward! isomerization! was! monitored! and! fitted! with! a! first! order!kinetic!model,!yielding!a!kinetic!constant!value!of!1.03*10Q5!sQ1.!
'
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4.3.2.3'Photoinduced'carboxyfluorescein'leakage'!The! absorption! spectrum! of! POPC! liposomes! containinfg! CF3Q! in! their! aqueous!compartment!and!3%!mol!AZOQ4! in! their!bilayer[25]! exhibit! a! slight!blueshift$of!the!absorption!maximum!referring!to!the!π−π* transition!of!azobenzene,!which!is!now!located!at!356!nm.!Variations!in!the!absorption!spectrum!during!irradiation!(Figure$ 4.11,$ left)! are! observed,! leading! to! the! conclusion! that!photoisomerization! of! the! guest! is! possible! even! when! it! is! inserted! in! the!phospholipid!bilayer.!Moreover,!another!sample!containing!the!same!amount!of!!veisicles!was!kept!in!the!dark!and!the!variation!in!its!absoprtion!spectrum!were!compared!with!that!of! the! irradiated!sample:!no!significant!absorption!changes!occur! in! the! darkduring! the! time! needed! for! irradiation! of! the! other! sample!(Figure$4.11,$right).!
'
Figure'4.11'>'Time>dependent'spectral'variations'of'POPC'liposomes'containing'CF3>'in'their'core'and'
AZO>4' (3%mol)' in' their' bilayer' in' the' dark' (left)' and' during' the' irradiation' at' 365' nm' (right)'
([POPC]=62'µM,'CF'50'mM,'pH'PBS'7.4).'
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Variazioni in assorbimento liposomi contenenti CF 50mM in PBS nel core 
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Figure'4.12>' a)' Time>dependent' CF3>' fluorescence' intensity' of' the' irradiated' sample' (blue)' and' of'
that'kept' in' the'dark' (red).'b)'Comparison'of'CF3>' emission'of'an' irradiated'sample' (left)'and'one'
kept'in'the'dark'([POPC]='62'µM,'CF'50'mM,'pH'PBS'7.4).'!In!the!case!of!the!irradiated!sample,!a!firstQorder!kinetic!model!does!not!seem!to!be! adequate! in! describing! the! first! part! of! the! kinetic! curve.! In! this! case,! a!stretched! exponential! decay! best! describes! the! obtained! kinetic! curve! (Figure$
4.13)!and!the!associated!constants!are!reported!in!Table$4.5.!!This! kinetic! model! describes! many! different! phenomena,! such! as! the! kinetic!behaviour! of! fluorophores! in! micelles,! cyclodextrins,! polymers,! vesicles! and!membranes.[26]! For! example,! it! proved! to!describe!properly! the! calcein! release!from!POPC!liposomes!in!the!presence!of!PAMAM!dendrimers[27]!and!proteins.[28]!Generally,! stretched! exponentials! are! observed! when! leakage! of! liposomal!content! is! not! only! due! to! an! increase! of! vesicle! permeability,! but! also! in! the!presence! of! aggregationQrelated! processes,! even! if! DLS! measurements! do! not!show!a!significant!change!of!vesicles'!hydrodynamic!radius!after!the!irradiation.!
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Figure' 4.13>' Kinetic' profile' of' CF3>' photoinduced' leakage' from' POPC' vesicles' containing' AZO>4'
(3mol%)'after'irradiation'at'365'nm'and'fitting'with'a'first>order'kinetic'model'(blue)'and'stretched'
exponential'model'(red).'([POPC]=62'µM,'CF'50'mM,'pH'PBS'7.4).'!
Table'4.5>'Kinetic' constants' for' the'photoinduced'and'spontaneous'CF3>' release' in' the'presence'of'
AZO>4'(3%mol).'
' k'(s>1)' β  
AZO>4_cis' 5.22*10Q1±!5*10Q3!! 1.9*10Q1±!1.5*10Q2!
AZO>4_trans' 1.53*10Q4±!4.8*10Q5!! /!!These! results! are! more! consistentwhen! associated! to! the! percentage! of! CF3Q!released! upon! photoisomerization! of! AZOQ4! and! compared!with! that! obtained!after! lysis!of!vesicles!as!a!consequence!of! the!addition!of!Trition!XQ100!(Figure$
4.14).!This!comparison!highlightsthe!strong! impact!that!photoisomerization!exerts!on!CF3Q! relelase:! in! fact,! after! only! 20! minutes! of! irradiation! of! POPC! liposomes!loaded! with! 3%! mol.! of! AZOQ4! there! is! a! 70%! release! of! the! entrapped!fluorescent!dye.!!!
t/min
















Figure' 4.14>' Percentage' of' spontaneous' and' induced' CF3>' leakage' from' POPC' liposomes' (left)'
containing' 3%mol' of' AZO>4' after' 20'min' in' the' dark' (middle' left),' 20'min' irradiation' at' 365' nm'











Table' 4.6>' Ie/Im'ratio' value' of' liposomal' membrane' of' POPC' containing' 3%mol' of' AZO>4' (cis'and'
trans'isomers)'
Liposome''composition IE/IM'POPC!+!transQAZOQ4! 0.43±!0.01!POPC!+!cisQAZOQ4! 0.13±!0.01!POPC[31]! 0.3!!The! comparison! between! microviscosity! parameters! referring! to! pure! POPC!liposomes! and! those! containing! both! geometric! isomers! of! AZOQ4! allows! to!observe! that! the! presence! of! both! transVAZOQ4! and$ cisVAZOQ4! influence! bilayer!viscosity:! in! particular,! in! the! presence! of! the! latter! one,! liposomal!membrane!increases! dramatically! its! viscosity.! This! result! can! be! explained! in! terms! of! a!higher! "compression"! experienced! by! phospholipids! as! a! consequence! of! the!photoisomerization!of! the! azo!unit.! This!phenomenon! reduces!pyrene!mobility!within!the!phospholipid!bilayer,!thus!making!excimers!formation!more!difficult.!In! this! sense,! this! observation! suggests! that! the! bulky! structure! of! cisVAZOQ4!results! in! a! great! disturbance! of!membrane!packing,! leading! to! the! creation! of!many!local!defects!that!are!responsible!for!the!efficient!CF3Q!leakage!observed.!In!fact,! it! is! well! known! that! photoactive! compounds! bearing! one! azobenzene!moiety! behave! as! strong! substitutional! impurities! in! liposomal! bilayers,!especially!when! the!are! in! the!cis$form:! this! is!due! to! the!change!of! their! cross!section!upon!photoisomerization! and! this! is! accompanied!by! a!decrease! in! the!phase!transition!temperature!and!enthalpy.[32]$
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The! presence! of! transQAZOQ4,! indeed,! exerts! a! less! pronounced! effect! on!membrane!microviscosity,!but!compared!with!the!value!reported!in!literature!for!pure!POPC!it!is!higher:!this!can!be!explained!because!the!amphiphile's!length!is!comparable!to!the!bilayer!thickness!and,!thus,!the!compound!is!able!to!span!the!bilayer!once!inserted,!favouring!the!formation!of!pyrene!excimers.!!In!order! to! get!hints! on!organization!of!AZOQ4! in!POPC!bilayers,! zeta!potential!was! measured! and! was! compared! with! the! value! obtained! for! pure! POPC!liposomes!(Table$4.7).!Presence!of!AZOQ4!determines!a!significant!increase!in!the!zeta! potential! value! as! a! consequence! of! the! increased! positive! charge! on!vesicles'! surface.! This! confirms! the! hypothesis! that! AZOQ4! spans! the! bilayer! of!POPC! vesicles! pointing! its! terminal! ammonium! units! towards! the! aqueous!external!medium.!!
Table'4.7>'Zeta'potential'of'pure'POPC'liposomes'and'AZO>4'containing'3%mol'POPC'liposomes''
Liposome'composition ζ(mV)'POPC!+!transQAZOQ4! 71.53!±!2.96!POPC! Q!2.74!±!0.12!!
4.4' Entrapment' of' host>guest' complexes' in' POPC'
vesicles'
4.4.1'Introduction'!Ion! channels! and! transport! proteins! are! the! tool! used! by! cells! in! order! to!translocate! ions!and!charged!species!across!their!membranes.!Mimicry!of!these!natural!ways!of!transmembrane!transport!consists!in!the!membrane!insertion!of!different! species! that! are! able! both! to! interact! with! hydrophobic! tails! of!phoshpolipids!and!to!bind!charged!solutes!in!the!aqueous!compartment!of!cells.!!Different!macrocyclic!compounds!exhibit!this!dual!behaviour,!paving!the!way!for!the! development! of! synthetic! ion! channels.! Among! them,! cholaphanes,[33]!calix[4]pyrroles[34]! and! calix[4]arenes! bearing! amide! groups! on! their! lower!rim[35]!showed!a!significant!anionophoric!activity!in!ClQ!transport,!thus!acting!as!artificial!channels.!Moreover,!it!could!be!interesting!to!develop!artificial!systems!
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whose!activity! is!modulated!by!the!application!of!external!stimuli:! for!example,!the! change! of! substituents! located! on! the! lower! rim! of! calix[4]arenes! amide!derivatives!allows!the!pHQtriggered!efflux!of!ClQ!from!liposomes.[35b]!Another!useful!scaffold!in!the!design!of!artificial!ion!channels!is!represented!by!cyclodextrins!and!their!derivatives.!Their!employment!has!two!main!advantages:!first,! cyclodextrins! themselves[36]! enhance! membrane! permeability! towards!small!molecules!and!this!can!be!ascribed!to!POPC!inclusion!in!their!cavity.[37]In!addition,! decoration! of! liposomal! bilayer! with! these! macrocycles! allows! to!exploit! their! ability! to! form! inclusion! complexes! with! many! molecules! of!biological! interest,! thus! leading! to! the! development! of!more! sophisticated! and!specific!drug!delivery!systems.!!Functionalization! of! their! primary! side! with! pendant! amino! groups! linked! to!polyether!chains!allows!pHQselective!transport!of!anions!and!cations,[38]!whereas!decoration! of! the! same! side[39]! or! of! the! secondary! one[40]! with! azobenzene!allows! the! photocontrolled! vesicles’! permeability! towards! ions! and! small!molecules.!Moreover!the!transport!activity!of!many!different!supramolecular!systems,!such!as! dendrimers[41]! and! rotaxanes,[42]! has! been! explored,! in! order! to! deal! with!more!complex!systems!whose!molecular!design!can!be!adjusted!according!to!the!desired!effect.!The!common!feature!of!aforementioned!systems! is! that! they!are!embedded! on! the! phospholipid! bilayer! or! they! interact! with! the! external!phosphate! groups! of! liposomes:! no! one! of! them! works! being! inserted! in! the!internal!aqueous!compartment!of!liposomes.!Two!systems!able!to!achieve!faster!efflux! of! small!molecules! from! vesicles’! interior! exploit! the! formation! of! gases!after!decomposition!of!molecular!species.!In!the!first!example,!developed!Chung!
et$ al.! in! 2012,[43]! thermal! decomposition! of! NH4HCO3led! to! formation! ofCO2!bubbles!that!are!responsible!for! liposomal!rupture!and!necrosis!of!cancer!cells.!Paret!and!coQworkers!followed!the!same!approach,!but!in!this!case!light!was!used!as!the!external!trigger!in!order!to!generate!an!overpressure!of!CO2!and!CO!as!a!consequence!of!the!degradation!of!photolabile!2Qoxoacetates!profragrances.[44]!In!this!paragraph,!the!photochemical!activity!of!a!photoactive![2]pseudorotaxane!and!its!ability!to!change!its!stoichiometry!upon!light!stimulation!is!presented.[45]!
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In! particular,! the! photoactive! axle! (Figure$ 4.15)! is! made! up! by! a! 1Q1’QdisubstitutuedQ4,4’Qbipyridinium! (viologen)! unit! and! two! terminal! azobenzene!moieties!and!it!is!able!to!interact!with!cucurbit[7]uril!(CB7).[46]!
!
Figure'4.15>Structure'of'pseudorotaxane'components.'!More! specifically,! it! is! able! to! switch! from! a! [3]pseudorotaxane! to! a![2]pseudorotaxane!upon!photoisomerization!of!the!azobenzene!end!units.!This! supramolecular! complex! is! potentially! able! to! create! an! osmotic! stress! if!inserted! in! a! compartmentalized! environment! surrounded! by! a! selective!permeable! membrane! and,! thus,! it! can! be! used! in! the! development! of! drug!delivery!systems!based!on!liposomes!as!nanocarriers.!!
















Figure' 4.16>Absorption' spectra' of' E,E*12+'upon' irradiation' with' 365' nm' light.' Inset:' absorption'
changes'at'352'nm'associated'with'the'thermal'Z*E'thermal'reaction'and'fitting.'!Addition! of! CB7! to! E,EQ12+determines! a! decrease! of! the! band! referring! to! the!viologen! unit,! coherently! to! what! is! usually! described! for! viologenQCB7!complexes[46];!upon!addition!of!an!excess!of!the!host,!absorption!decreases!until!a!plateau!is!reached!(Figure$4.17).!!!
!
Figure'4.17>Absorption'spectra'of'E,E*12+'upon'addition'of'CB7.'Inset:'absorption'changes'at'260'nm'
and'fitting.'!This! suggests! the! formation!of! a!1:1! complex,! in!which! the!macrocyclic!host! is!located! in! the!viologen!unit,!and!a!1:2!adduct,! in!which! the!host!moves!around!the! phenylmethylene! bridge! of! the! terminal! azo! unit,! pointing! its! carbonyl!moieties!toward!the!viologen!unit!(Scheme$1).!!
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and'fitting.'!This! supramolecular! species! is! the! same! obtained! after! irradiation! of! the! 1:2!adduct! formed! by! E,EQ12+! and! CB7,! as! confirmed! by! superimposition! of! their!absorption!spectra!(Figure$4.19).!
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Figure' 4.19>' Comparison' between' absorption' spectrum' of' Z,Z>12+@2CB7obtained' at' the' end' of'
titration'of' 'Z,Z*12+'with'CB7'(straight'line)'and'that'obtained'by'irradiatingE,E>12+@2CB7'with'365'
nm'light'(dotted'line).'''!In!addition! to!controlled!assembly/disassembly,! this! system! is!able! to! tune! the!concentration! of! solutes! in! solution! by! means! of! light! inputs.! Its! insertion! in!closed!system!and!its!disassembly!can!afford!an!osmotic!stress,![48]!if!the!system!is!separated!from!the!external!medium!by!a!selective!permeable!membrane.!Liposomes!represent!the!most!adequate!scaffold,!since!the!phospholipid!bilayer!acts!as!selective!permeable!membrane,!allowing!to!work!in!aqueous!solution.!In! this! regard,! E,EQ12+@2CB7! was! inserted! in! the! aqueous! core! of! POPC!liposomes! and! irradiated! in! order! to! switch! to! a! [2]pseudorotaxane! with!concomitant!release!of!a!CB7!molecule.!Absorption! spectrum! of! the! liposomal! suspension! shows! a! shoulder! located!between!300!and!350!nm,!which!can!be!assigned!to!the!filamentary!component!having! both! azobenzene! units! with! the! E! configuration! and! irradiation! of!liposomal!suspension!leads!to!spectral!variations!that!are!consistent!with!those!observed! for! the! same! species! in! aqueous! solution! (Figure$ 4.20)! without!changing!their!dimension!significantly!(Table$4.7).!
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Figure'4.20>Absorption' spectra' of' a' liposomal' suspension' containing' E,E>12+@2CB7in' its' aqueous'
core'upon'irradiation'at'365'nm.'!
Table' 4.7>Hydrodynamic' diameter' of' POPC' liposomes' containing' E,E>12+@2CB7' in' thei' aqueous'
interior'and'kept'in'the'dark'and'irradiated'at'365'nm'.'
' 0'min.' 165'min.'POPC!+!E,EV12+@2CB7$ 102.75!±!0.55! 102.63!±!1.00!POPC!+!Z,ZV12+@CB7' 97.13!±!0.38! 99.00!±!0.16!!Unfortunately,! scattering! of! liposomal! suspension! does! not! allow! an! accurate!estimation! of! the! efficiency! of! the! process! and! spectroscopic! changes! suggest!that!the!EVZ!conversion!proceeds!to!a!lower!extent.!
'
4.5'Conclusion'!Azobenzene! photochromism! has! been! extensively! exploited! in! order! to! design!and!develop!nanoscale!objects!able!to!give!rise!to!complex!architectures!and!able!to!perform!different!activities!using!only!light!as!fuel.!Moreover,! azobenzene!derivatives! are! largely! employed! in! the! development! of!drug!delivery!systems!based!on!liposomes!as!biocompatible!nanocarriers:!in!fact,!photoisomerization! of! pure! azobenzene! results! in! a! faster! efflux! of! small!molecules! from!vesicles.! This! suggested! the! incorporation,! in! the! phospholipid!bilayer! of! liposomes,! of! photoactive! phospholipids,! polymers! and! amphiphiles!containing! the! azobenzene! moiety! in! order! to! achieve! the! photocontrolled!leakage!of!their!content.!In! particular,! separation! of! azobenzene! units! in! polyazobenzene! derivatives!represents!an!essential!condition!for!their!photoreactivity;! in!this!way,!keeping!
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Moreover,! it!was! found! that!defects! in! transmembrane! transport! of! anions! are!involved! in! the! appearance! of! various! diseases! [1],! such! as! Dent's! disease,!osteoporosis!and!cystic!fibrosis.[2]!Therefore,! the! development! of! synthetic! species! able! to! mimic! naturally!occurring! transport! proteins! allows! to! compensate! deficiencies! in! anion!transport!that!are!responsible!for!the!onset!of!aforementioned!diseases.!Artificial!transmembrane!channels!and!carriers[3]!are!supramolecular!assemblies!that!enable!the!passage!of!ions!by!exploiting!weak!interactions,!such!as!hydrogen!bond[4],!!πQanion[5]!and!πQcation.[6]!Among!all!supramolecular!systems!described!in!literature,!it!has!been!found!that!the! imidazolium! cation! motif! is! able! to! induce! anion! transport! across! a!biomembrane[7]!in!a!highly!efficient!manner!and!this!has!lead!to!the!development!of!selective!and!valuable!antimicrobial!agents.[8]!Moreover,! the! biocompatibility! of! the! imidazole! moiety! makes! it! a! useful!structural!motif!for!biomimetic!applications,[9]!since!it!undergoes!selfQorganized!and! ordered! supramolecular! structures! by! means! of! hydrogen! bonding.!Imidazolium! salts! constitute! a! versatile! class! of! anion! transporters! since! it! is!possible! to! modulate! their! anionophoric! activity! by! means! of! formation! of!inclusion! complexes! with! different! macrocycles,! such! as! CB7! and! αQcyclodextrin.[10]!Moreover,!the!mechanism!of!anion!efflux!from!vesicles!is!strictly!related! to!molecular! structure! of! ionophores:! the! presence! of! 4Qethynylbenzyl!substituents! on! imidazolium! cation! infers! structural! rigidity,! resulting! in! the!formation!of! transmembrane! channels! as! a! consequence!of!π−π! interactions[7a]!and! transport!of! anions! is! ensured!by!πQanion! interactions.!On! the!other!hand,!the!presence!of!less!rigid!structures!due!to!other!substituents,!such!as!adamantyl!units,[11]!avoids!selfQaggregation!and!formation!of!transmembrane!channels,!thus!yielding!a!more!flexible!structure!that!is!able!to!move!within!the!biomembrane,!acting!as!a!mobile!anion!transporter.!In!this!Chapter,!the!synthesis!of!a!photoactive!anion!transporter!and!preliminary!results! referring! to! photoinduced! chloride! transport! from! EYPC! liposomes! are!presented.! This! work! has! been! performed! during! a! resaerch! stay! in! the!laboratory! of! Prof.! A.! Schmitzer,! Université! de! Montréal,! Montréal,! Quebéc,!!
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(Canada).!!





























a) 4Q((4Q(hydroxymethyl)phenyl)ethynyl)aniline! (5),! resulting! from!cleavage!of!the!double!bond!of!the!azobenzene!core;!b) 3Q(4Qethynylbenzyl)Q1QmethylQ1HQimidazolQ3Qium! bromide! (14)! and! pQdiiodoazobenzene!(16),!by!disconnecting!the!4Qethynylbenzyl!moiety.!!The! first! synthetic! strategy! envisages! the! synthesis! of! 4Q((4Q(hydroxymethyl)phenyl)ethynyl)aniline! (5)! and! its! dimerization! to! get! the!corresponding!azobenzene!derivative!(6).!Synthesis[10]!of!5'starts!from!reduction!of!4Qiodobenzoic!acid!to!afford!the!corresponding!alcohol!(2).!Then,!Sonogashira!coupling! between! 2! and! BocQprotected! 4Qethynylanyline[13]! (3)! yields! 4.! The!choice! of! tertVbutoxycarbonyl! protecting! group! for! the! amine! was! not! trivial,!since!other!amine!protecting!groups,!such!as!acetyl!group,!proved!to!require!too!harsh! conditions! for! their! cleavage,! affecting! yield! and! purity! of! the! resulting!compound.! ! Deprotection[14]! of! 4' ! and! dimerization[15]! afforded! the!corresponding! azobenzene! derivative! 6,! which! reacted! with! PBr3! to! give!dibromide! 7.! Reaction! with! 1Qmethylimidazole! afforded! the! target! compound!(Figure$5.3).!
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coupling! between! 4Qiodotoluene! (9)! and! trimethylsilylacetylene! (10).! Then,!selective! bromination! of! the! benzylic! position! of! 11! affords! 12! and!deprotection[17]! yields! the! corresponding! phenylacetylene! (13).! In! parallel,!oxidative! dimerization! of! 4Qiodoaniline! (15)! allows! to! isolate! 4Qdiiodoazobenzene!16.[18]'
!
Figure'5.4>'Proposed'synthetic'strategy.'!Sonogashira! coupling! between!16! and!14! did! not! afford! the! target! compound!and!another!possibility!to!get!8'could!be!to!perform!the!PdQcatalyzed!coupling!on!brominated! compound! 13! and! then! convert! the! obtained! product! to! the!corresponding!imidazolium!bromide!at!the!end,!but!also!in!this!case!the!product!resulting!from!Sonogashira!coupling!could!not!be!isolated.!!









































Figure'5.6>'Time'dependent'changes'in'the'absorption'spectrum'of'8'upon'irradiation'at'365'nm.'!By!observing!spectral!variations!recorded!during!the!irradiation,!it!is!possible!to!observe!a!decrease!of!the!band!at!372!nm!and!an!increase!of!the!one!located!at!290!nm.!Moreover,!the!presence!of! isosbestic!points!at!320!and!450!nm!can!be!observed.!Lucigenin! assays! allow! to! test! the! anionophoric! activity! of!8.! In! fact,! lucigenin!experiences! a! quenching! of! its! fluorescence! in! the! presence! of! halides! as! a!consequence!of!the!formation!of!a!chargeQtransfer!complex.[20]!
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Addition! of! 10%!mol.! of!8! to! lucigenin/ClQloaded! EYPC! liposomes! results! in! a!slight! increase! of! lucigenin! fluorescence.! Irradiation! at! 365! nm! affords! to! an!almost! total! ClQ! leakage! from! vesicles! (Figure$ 5.7),! as! a! consequence! of!azobenzene!photoisomerization.!In!order!to!state!that!photoisomerization!of!the!azobenzene!core!is!essential!for!fast!and!efficient!ClQ!transport,!the!same!kinetic!was!recorder!on!lucigenin/ClQ!loaded!EYPC!liposomes!without!adding!8.!
!
Figure'5.7>Comparison'of'chloride' transport'activity' in' lucigenin/Cl>' loaded'EYPC' liposomes' in' the'




 In! the! absence! of! 8,! no! spontaneous! leakage! of! ClQ! nor! massive! increase! in!percentage! of! ClQ! efflux! occurred! in! the! absence! of! 8,! upon! addition! of! this!ionophore! in! its! trans$ form,! confirming! the! essential! role! exerted! by!photoisomerization!of!the!azobenzene!moiety!in!anion!transport.!!!
5.4'Conclusion'and'Perspectives'!Multifunctional!systems!are!molecular!architectures!composed!of!different!units!able! to! perform! different! operations! by! joining! the! ability! of! their! single!constituting! units,! leading! to! the! development! of! complex! and! sophisticated!systems.!
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6.1'Introduction'!Artificial!channels!consist! in!rigid!structures! involved! in!the!active!transport!of!charged! species! that! are! usually! repelled! by! phospholipid! bilayer! of! cell!membrane.! Mimicry! of! these! proteins! involves! the! synthesis! of! compounds!bearing! rigid! cores,! such! as! biphenyl[1],! triphenylbenzymidazole[2],!naphtalenediimide[3]! and! perylenediimide[4]! cores,! that! resulted! in! efficient!transport! of! anions! across! liposomal! membranes,! by! means! of! πQanion!interactions.! In! theory,! organic! compounds! bearing! conjugated! azobenzene!moieties! possess! a! rigid! structure! and! could! be! embedded! in! liposomal!membranes:!in!this!sense,!transport!of!ions!or!small!molecules!could!occur!as!a!consequence!of! light! interaction,! avoiding! the!use!of! chemical! fuels! in!order! to!supply!the!stimulus!required!for!their!transport.!Moreover,! since! polyazobenzene! derivatives! having! electronically! separated!azobenzene! units! resulted! in! an! efficient! leakage! of! liposomal! contents! (see!
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chapter!4),!it!would!be!interesting!to!compare!their!activity!with!the!one!of!their!






• acceptor:! it! is! a!nQtype!electron!conducting!compound! (usually! fullerene!derivatives);!
• hole$ transport$ layer:! it! is! composed! of! poly(3,4Qethylendioxythiohene)QpolystyreneQparaQsulphonic!acid,!i.e$PEDOTQPSS);!
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• charge!transport.!It! is! obvious! that! photophysical! and! electrochemical! properties! of! both! donor!and! acceptor! materials! are! essential! in! order! to! achieve! high! efficiencies:! in!particular,!the!donor!material!must!possess!high!absorption!coefficients!and!the!interfacial! area! between! donor! and! acceptor! has! to! be! large,! since! these!parameters!affect!the!performance!of!the!resulting!device.!For!example,! in!bulk!heterojunction[10]!devices!donor!and!acceptor!are!blended,! so! that! the!distance!between!donorQacceptor!interfaces!is!less!than!exciton!diffusion!length!from!the!absorption! site! and! this! improves! the! solar! cell! performance.! In! this! regard,!control! over! the! morphology! of! phase! separation! of! the! resulting!interpenetrating!network!is!essential!and!leads!to! increasing!power!conversion!of!solar!cells.[11]!By!virtue!of!the!aforementioned!considerations!about!electrochemical!properties!of!acceptor!materials,!it!is!possible!to!conclude!that!the!ideal!acceptor!must!be!an!electronQpoor! material! and,! of! course,! its! band! gap! has! to! be! superimposable!with!that!of!the!acceptor.!!In! this! Chapter,! the! photophysical,! photochemical! and! electrochemical!properties!of! two!conjugated!azobenzene!oligomers!and! their!monomer!model!!(Figure$6.2)!are!presented.!!!
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Figure'6.1>Structure'of'conjugated'oligoazobenzenes.'!For! this! family! of! compounds! it!was! observed! that! a! relationship! between! the!number!of!azobenzene!units!and!electrochemical!properties!exists:! in!fact,! they!exhibit! a! shift! of! their! reduction! potential! towards!more! positive! values! upon!increasing! azobenzene! units,! allowing! to! test! their! application! as! electron!acceptors!in!photovoltaic!cells.!This!work!was! performed! in! collaboration!with! Prof.! S.!Masiero,! University! of!Bologna,!Bologna!(Italy)!who!provided!support! for! the!synthesis!of! the!studied!compounds;! Dr.! N.! Camaioni,! ISOFQCNR,! Bologna! (Italy)! who! tested! their!feasibility! as! electron! acceptor!materials! for! photovoltaic! applications;! Prof.! F.!Negri,! University! of! Bologna! (Italy),! who! performed! quantum! mechanical!calculations.!!!
6.2'Conjugated'oligoazobenzenes'
6.2.1'Photophysical'and'photochemical'characterization'!The! absorption! spectra! of! the! studied! compounds! (Figure$ 6.3)! show! an!auxochromic!effect!in!a!linear!fashion!upon!increasing!azobenzene!units,!in!line!with! spectra! computed!with!TDQCAMQB3LYP.!Moreover,! increasing! conjugation!in!the!system!results!in!a!bathochromic!effect!for!the!absorption!band!referring!toπ−π*transitions!and!in!cAZOQ3!the!bands!referring!toπ−π*!and!n−π*!transitions!are!superimposed.!
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Figure'6.3>Absorption'spectra'of'conjugated'oligoazobenzenes'in'CH2Cl2'at'r.t.!!The! photoreactivity! of! the! three! conjugated! azobenzene! oligomers! decreases!upon! increasing! the! number! of! azobenzene! units.! [5]In! fact,! cAZOQ1! shows! the!typical! spectral! variations! of! azobenzene! upon! irradiation! at! 365! nm! (Figure$
6.4):! in!particular,!a!decrease!of! the!band!located!at!332!nm!and!an! increase!of!the!one!at!468!nm!is!observed,!with!the!presence!of!isosbestic!points!at!280!and!290!that!remain!fixed!for!the!whole!irradiation!time.!!
!
Figure'6.4' >' Changes' in' the' absorption' spectra' of' cAZO>1' upon' irradiation' at' 365' nm.' Inset:' time'
dependent'absorption'changes'in'the'π−π*'and'n−π *'bands'upon'irradiation.'
'The! photostationary! state! is! composed! by! 96%! of! the! ZVisomer! and! the! same!isosbestic! points! are! found! for! the! thermal! ZVE! isomerization,! highlighting! the!reversibility!of!the!isomerization!process.!Moreover,!the!presence!O2!does!not!exert!any!effect!on!the!photoreaction.!
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Figure'6.5'>'Changes'in'the'absorption'spectrum'of'cAZO>1'upon'irradiation'at'436'nm.'!!The! addition! of! a! second! azobenzene! moiety! decreases! the! photoreactivity!(Figure$ 5.6)! and,! consequently,! the! E→Z$ photochemical! quantum! yield! (Table$



























' ' cAZO>1' cAZO>2' cAZO>3'
ε/M>1cm>1! ! 18500! 40100! 57500!
E:Z' π−π*!irradiation! 4:96! 80:20! /!n−π*!irradiation! 80:20! 88:12!
Φ ' π−π*!irradiation! 0.1! 0.06! /!n−π*!irradiation! 0.19! 0.19!
kZ>>E'(s>1)' ! 3.03x10Q6! /! /!!!!!!!!
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6.2.2'Electrochemical'characterization'!Cyclic! voltammetries! (Figure$ 6.8)! of! cAZOQ1,! cAZOQ2! and! cAZOQ3! show! both!oxidation!and!reduction!processes.!
!
'
Figure' 6.8' >' Cyclic' voltammograms' of' deoxygenated' solutions' (1' mM)' of' the' conjugated'
oligoazobenzene' derivatives' in' CH2Cl2.' Supporting' electrolyte:' TBAPF6;' internal' reference:'
decamethylferrocene;'scan'rate:'200'mV/s;'working'electrode:'glassy'carbon.'
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Figure' 6.10' >' Frontier' molecular' orbitals' and' B3LYP/6>31G*' computed' orbital' energies' of'
conjugated'oligoazobenzenes.''
E/V vs SCE























This! trend! reflects! a! concomitant! increase! of! the! electron! affinity! of! these!compounds! and! Koopmans'! theorem[12]! allows! to! correlate! the! first! redox!potential!of!these!conjugated!systems!with!their!LUMO!energies!(Figure$6.11):!in!this! case,! a! linear! relationship! is! observed! between! redox! potential! and!computed! LUMO! energy,! suggesting! that! the! addition! of! more! azo! units! will!lower!further!LUMO!energy!and!the!reduction!potential!will!move!towards!more!positive!values.!!
!
Figure' 6.11' >' Plot' of' B3LYP/6>31G*' computed' LUMO' energies' vs' first' reduction' potential' of'
conjugated'oligoazobenzenes.''!
6.2.3'Oligoazobenzenes'as'electron'acceptor'materials'!Since!cAZOQ3!exhibits!energetic!levels!that!are!comparable!with!those!found!for!PCBM! (1Q[3Qmethoxycarbonyl)propyl]Q1QphenylQ[6,6]C61)[10a,! 13],! its! use! as! an!electron! acceptor! material! was! tested.! The! results! presented! in! the! following!section!were!obtained!in!Dr.!N.!Camaioni's!laboratory!(ISOFQCNR,!Bologna,!Italy).!Commercially! available! electronQdonating! polymers! were! used! as! electronQdonors! counterparts:! P3HT! (polyQ3Qhexylthiophene),! PTB7! (poly{4,8Qbis[(2Qethylhexyl)oxy]benzo[1,2Qb:4,5Qb']dithiopheneQ2,6QdiylQaltQ3QfluoroQ2Q[(2Qethylhexyl)!carbonyl]thieno[3,4Qb!]thiopheneQ4,6Qdiyl})!and!MDMOQPPV!(poly[2QmethoxyQ5Q(3′,7′Qdimethyloctyloxy)Q1,4Qphenylenevinylene])!(Figure$6.12).!!
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!
Figure'6.12'>'Structure'of'donor'polymers.'!The! energy! levels! of! the! materials! used! are! reported! in! Figure$ 6.13:!HOMO/LUMO!levels!for!cAZOQ3!were!obtained!from!its!reduction!and!oxidation!potentials!in!solution.!!
!
Figure'6.13'>'Energy'levels'for'donor'polymers'and'cAZO>3.'!It! emerges! that! the!energy!offset! for!LUMO!orbitals! for!acceptor!and!donors! is!between! 0.4! and! 0.6! eV;! since! the! binding! energy! (that! corresponds! to! the!difference! between! optical! and! electrochemical! band! gaps)! for! the! generated!exciton!for!the!donors!materials!used!does!not!exceeds!0.5!eV,!the!found!energy!offset!could!be!sufficient!for!the!photoinduced!electron!transfer!from!donors!to!cAZOQ3.!
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of' cAZO>3/polymer' blends' and' pure' polymer'
deposited'on'quartz.'
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!In!all!cases,!a!negligible!quenching!of!the!donor!emission!is!observed,!indicating!an! insufficient! accepting! activity! for! cAZOQ3! (Table$ 6.3).! This! observation!suggests! that! the! microstructure! of! the! obtained! blend! is! an! important!parameter!to!take!into!account!in!order!to!increase!the!overall!efficiency!of!solar!cells.![14]!!
Table'6.3'>'Photoluminescence'quenching'of'polymer/cAZO>3'blends.'
Blend' PL'quenching'PTB7:cAZOQ3! 1.6!P3HT:cAZOQ3! 2.8!MDMOQPPV:cAZOQ3! 1.6!!To! better! understand! if! the! modest! quenching! of! photoluminescence! can! be!attributed! to! the! high! phase! segregation! in! the! polymeric! blend! or! to! apoorly!efficient! for!the!photoinduced!charge!transfer!at!the!polymer/cAZOQ3!interface,!the! charge! transfer! efficiency! has! been! evaluated! by! comparing! the!photoluminescence! quenching! obtained! in! acceptor/donor! doubleQlayered!structures,! in! which! thin! films! of! pure! acceptors! and! donors! are! overlaid.! In!addition! to! polymeric! species! P3HT! and! PTB7,! N,N'QBis(3Qmethylphenyl)QN,N'Qdiphenylbenzidine!(TPD,!Figure$6.16)!was!employed!as!donor!material.!!
!




Figure'6.17'>'Energy'levels'for'donor'polymers'and'cAZO>3.!!In! contrast! to!what! observed! for! P3HT! and! PTB7,! a! significant! quenching! has!been!observed! for!TPD/cAZOQ3! (Figure$6.18),! that! is! comparable! to! that! found!for!TPD/C60!bilayer.!
!
Figure'6.18' >' Absorption'and'emission' spectra'of' cAZO>3/TPD'bilayer' and'pure'TPD'deposited'on'
quartz.!!The! small! photoluminescence! quenching! found! for! polymer/cAZOQ3! double!layers! suggests! that! the! driving! force! for! the! efficient! photoinduced! charge!transfer! at! polymer/cAZOQ3! interface! is! not! sufficient.! Moreover,! the! low!miscibility!of!azobenzeneQbased!acceptor!materials!and!polymeric!donors!has!to!be! addressed:! in! this! direction,! other! conjugated! derivatives! have! been!synthesized!and!preliminarily!characterized. !
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Table' 6.4' >' Photophysical' and'












' ε/M>1cm>1' Φ  
cAZO>3' 57500! /!
cAZO>4' 53500! /!
Variazioni spettrali irradiazione 365 nm (2.28*10-5 M, CH2Cl2)
λ/nm














Figure' 6.21' >' Cyclic' voltammograms' of' a' deoxygenated' solution' (0.5' mM)' of' cAZO>4' in' CH2Cl2.'







1.74!2.00! Q1.00!!By!comparing!the!potential!values!for!oxidation,!it!can!be!observed!that!electronQdonor! substituents! shift! the! two! processes! towards! higher! potential! values,!whereas!no!effect!is!exerted!on!the!value!of!reduction!potential.!Since!the!value!referring!to!the!first!reduction!process!is!comparable!with!that!found!for!cAZOQ3!and!PCBM,! the!next! step!will!be! to! test! this! compound!as!an!electron!acceptor!material!when!blended!with!a!donor!species.!!
6.3'Conclusion'!Conjugation!of!azobenzene!photochromic!units!leads!to!the!development!of!rigid!molecular! structures! and! it! has! been! found! that! structural! rigidity! is! an!important!prerequisite!for!the!design!of!artificial!transmembrane!channels.!On! the! other! hand,! conjugation! of! azobenzene! units! leads! to! almost! total!suppression!of!photoreactivity,!thus!making!these!derivatives!less!appealing!for!the!design!of!photoactive!transmembrane!channels.!
E/V vs SCE



































!!The! results! presented! in! this! work! concern! the! study! and! development! of!photoactive! nanodevices! for! potential! application! in! bioimaging! and! drug!delivery.!In! the! first! part,! we! investigated! the! photophysical,! photochemical! and!electrochemical! properties! of! a! family! of! tunable! blue! emitting! organic! salts,!bearing!the!triazolopyridinium!and!triazoloquinolinium!unit.!!These!compounds!exhibited!tunable!blue!light!emission!with!"mega"!Stokes!shift!both! in! solution! and! in! the! solid! state.! Moreover,! they! exhibited!phosphorescence! by! performing! 77! K! measurements! and! it! was! found! that!lifetime! of! triplet! states! is! quite! long! compared! to! that! found! for! other! blue!emitting!organic!compounds.!Since! their! molecular! structure! resembles! the! one! found! in! several! classes! of!known!DNA!molecular!intercalator!and!groove!binders,!we!studied!their!possible!interaction! with! DNA,! but! unfortunately! the! obtained! results! did! not! show!groove!binding!or!intercalation.!In! the! second! part,! we! investigated! the! lightQdriven! efflux! of! ions! and! small!molecules! from! liposomes! for! the! development! of! photoactive! drug! delivery!systems! based! on! liposomes! as! biocompatible! platforms.! We! found! that!photoisomerization! of! azobenzene! is! essential! to! achieve! a! fast! and! efficient!
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efflux! of! ions! and! small! molecules! entrapped! in! the! aqueous! compartment! of!liposomes,!by!means!of!induced!defects!in!their!membrane!as!a!consequence!of!photoisomerization! process! experienced! by! photoactive! guests! inserted! in! the!phospholipid! bilayer.! Moreover,! we! demonstrated! that! the! presence! of! more!azobenzene!units!leads!to!a!fast!and!efficient!leakage!of!vesicles’!contents!and!the!presence! of! positively! charged! end! groups! helps! the! selfQassembly! of! the!photoactive!azobenzene!derivative!and!phospholipids.!In!addition,!we!found!that!separation! of! azobenzene! units! in! oligoazobenzene! derivatives! is! an! essential!prerogative!for!photoreactivity,!since!we!found!that!conjugated!counterparts!do!not!exhibit!an!appreciable!photoreactivity!and!this!make!these!molecular!species!not! suitable! for! their! insertion! in! the! phospholipid! bilayer.! Alternatively,! we!inserted!in!the!liposomal!aqueous!core!photoactive!supramolecular!systems!able!to! modify! the! concentration! of! solutes! in! solution,! allowing! to! explore! the!possibility! to! develop!biocompatible! nanoscale! containers! able! to! release! their!contents!as!a!consequence!of!the!photoinduced!osmotic!stress.!We!also!synthesized!a!new!photoactive!anion!transporter!for!the!photoinduced!efflux!of! chloride!anions! from! liposomes.!This!new!compound! joins! the!known!anionophoric! activity! exhibited! by! imidazolium! salts! and! the! ability! of!azobenzene! in! the! translocation!of! small!molecules!across!biomembranes,! thus!being!potentially!able!to!transport!small!molecules!from!the!aqueous!interior!of!vesicles! to! the! external! medium! in! which! they! are! dispersed.! We! performed!lucigenin! assays! performed! on! liposomes! and! obtained! results! highlighted! the!relationship!between!photoisomerization!of! the!azobenzene!unit!and!efficiency!of!chloride!efflux!from!liposomes.'In!addition,!we!evaluated!the!possibility!of!inserting!conjugated!oligoazobenzene!derivatives! in! the! phospholipid! bilayer! of! liposomes,! since! their! molecular!structure! accounts! for! the! structural! rigidity! found! in! many! transmembrane!channels.! Photochemical! experiments! showed! that! these! compounds! exhibit!poor! photoreactivity,! but! their! electrochemical! properties!make! them!valuable!electronQpoor!materials!in!the!development!of!organic!solar!cells.!Moreover,!this!hypothesis! is!supported!by!obtained!electrochemical!data!and!computed!LUMO!energy! levels,! since! in!both!cases!we! found!that! the!addition!of!more!azo!units!lowers!LUMO!energy,!thus!moving!the!reduction!potential!towards!more!positive!
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